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GUEST EDITORIAL 

Army Aviation: 
A microcosm at work 
by General Fred K. Mahaffey 
Commander-in-Chief, Readiness Command 
AN ADDRESS GIVEN AT THE AAAA AWARDS BANOUET AT THE 
MARRIOTT MAROUIS HOTEL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA, APRIL 12, 1986 

I 
have been invited to conclude the formal 

events this evening with a few observations 
concerning Army Aviation from my perspec

tive as a joint force commander - CINC. 
It seems fitting to me that this convention end 

on a positive note, and I can tell you that my 
perspective on Army Aviation - now and for the 
future - is both positive and upbeat. 

As some of you know, 1 was G..s of the Army 
when the Aviation Branch was formed three years 
ago, and participated directly in most of the force 
design and force structure initiatives that have 
launched an expanding Army Aviation Branch on 
its present course. Consequently, I have more 
than a passing interest in the present and future 
course of Army Aviation. 

Unified commands 
In my present role as CINCRED, I am not (in 

a technical sense) "in the Army:' but rather com
mand one of the nation's seven unified com
mands. ~ I am sure .you know, the unified com
manders are the operational commanders, the 
warfighting CINCs, of this nation's combat forces, 
charged with carrying out the operations plans 
which support the national military strategy. 

The unified commands are all joint force com
mands with broad regional and functional reslX>n
sibilities for the readiness, deployment, employ
ment, and sustainment of joint forces across the 
globe. The significance of all that lies in that, from 
my perspective, it is clear to me that under al
most any conceivable scenario, if we go to war, 
we will go as joint forces with all that implies for 
organization, doctrine, training, and interoper
a.bility. 

I have mentioned all of this only to make the 
point that my perspective on Army Aviation is one 
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of a joint force commander, and my message to 
you this evening is simply this: Not only has Ar
my Aviation become a full-fledged partner on the 
Combined Arms Team, but the need for and proc
ess of integration of Army Aviation into the fabric 
of the Army's overall force structure is, in a sense, 
a microcosm of the broader issue - which RED
COM grapples with daily - of building greater 
jointness among the services. 

Creating combat synergy 
Consider the roles and missions of attack 

helicopters, air cavalry, and combat support avia
tion in the Combined Arms operations of an Ar
my corps - either light or heavy. Here you see 
evidence of all of the same kinds of issues and 
challenges involved in building effective joint task 
forces of Army, Air Force, and Naval forces. The 
same interdependence that exits among 
elements of a corps for firepower, baHlefield 
mobility, and sustainment also exists - or should 
exist - among the components of a joint task 
force. And the combat synergism created by 
sound organization and training of JOint and com
bined forces is absolutely essential if we are to 
prevail in a high-intensity conflict against a 
numerically superior enemy. 

This view of Army Aviation, as a microcosm 
of the larger set of issues involving a joint force, 
stems from the Readiness Command's top
priority mission of providing combat-ready forces 
as a conventional strategic reserve to augment 
or reinforce the other joint force commanders 
worldwide. The combat readiness of those 
forces - their preparedness to fight as an in
tegrated air/land team - depends, to a very large 
extent, on the same kinds of linkages and in-

(A MICROCOSM - Cont. on Page 56) 
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AVIATION BRANCH 

Midyear and the major 
milestones attained 
by Major General Ellis D. parker, 
Commanding General, U.S. Army Aviation 
Center and Ft. RuCker, Alabama 

W
E have reached midyear and a quick 
glance back reminds us of the mile
stones attained and encourages 

us all to press forward with our schedule of 
progress. 

In previous months, I have mentioned a mul
titude of projects, policies, and concerns affec
ting the Aviation branch; and as we continue to 
move ahead I'll comment on a few of the many 
current aviation items and actions. 

An in-depth look 
Always of interest are our aircraft development 

initiatives. In that regard, let me call your aHen
tion to this month's issue of "Army Aviation" 
which carries a special, in-depth look at our most 
advanced helicopter in the current fleet, the 
AH-64 APACHE. 

Let me also mention events relative to the 
CH-47 CHINOOK Modernization Program. This 
April , General Maxwell R. Thurman, VCSA, 
directed a CH-47D Modernization Program in
crease from 436 to 472 O-model CHINOOKS. 
Another initiative for the CH470 was the approval 
(also in April, 1986) for incorporation of selected 
Special Operation Forces (SOF) Mission Equip
ment Package enhancements for the CH-470 
fleet. These modifications will significantly 
upgrade the operating capabilities of the world· 
wide CH-470 fleet by expanding the role of 
CHINOOKS in Army operations. 

The CHINOOK Modernization will be in can· 
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junction with the retirement of the CH·54 TARHE, 
which will be phased out of the total Army Force. 
Because of the phaseout we will review all CH·54 
Product Improvement Program (PIP) initiatives to 
determine possible PIP cancellations. Any can
cellations will then free those funds for use in 
other programs. 

The UH-60B 
As we go to press, the UH·60B Required 

Operational Capability (ROC) document, finaliz
ed by a Joint Working Group (JWG) at the U.S. 
Army Aviation Center (USAAVNC) in May, is be
ing forwarded to Headquarters, Training and Doc
trine Command (TRADOC). A draft Operational 
and Org~nizational (0&0) Plan is also being for· 
warded to TRADOC with the ROC. 

Special Electronic Mission (SEMA) efforts oon· 
tinue in the requirements process for a follow
on SEMA platform. A recent General Officer In 
Progress Review, attended by BG Rudolph 
Ostovich 1tI, Assistant Commandant, USAAVNC, 
validated the need for a manned Signal Intelli· 
gence (SIGINT) collection platlorm to be utilized 
at Corps level. 

USAAVNC, in coordination with the Intelligence 
and Security Command and the U.S. Intelligence 
Center and School, has taken the lead in 
preparation of the 0&0 plan and ROC. Our goal 
is to have an approvec 0&0 plan by August 1986 
to compete for funding in the Fiscal Year '88 
budget. 
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In this column a few months ago, I reviewed 
the Army's involvement in the V-22 Osprey Ver
tical Take-Off and Landing program. Since then 
numerous actions have been taken to plan for 
the V-22's acquisition. Between March and May, 
1986, an Army JWG convened to establish Ar
my V-22 milestones, and a Defense Systems Ac
qusition Review Council II was conducted. Dur
ing the same period, a JWG convened to review 
the Joint Service Operational Requirements and 
the Army's specific V-22 requirements. One item 
of note is that because of recent SOF aviation de
ciSions, changes will be made to the 0&0 plan. 

"Commissioning" warrant officers 
Strong interest has been generated by legisla

tion that changes Title 10, of the United States 
Code (U.S.C.), to provide for the "commission
ing" of Army warrant Officers. The legislation took 
effect in May, 1986 and is designed to standard
ize procedures and policies among all the Arm
ed Forces concerning warrant officer appoint
ments. Previously, permanent chief warrant of
ficers of the Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast 
Guard were commissioned, while the Army's per
manent CWOs were appointed by warrant. 

Although the legislation provides authority to 
commission all permanent chief warrant officers 
currently serving in those grades (CW2, 3 and 
4), as well as those newly promoted to the same 
ranks, that provision has not yet been 
implemented. 

In other words, the law now authorizes the 
commissioning of permanent chief warrant of
ficers, but an effective date for implementing 
commissioning has not been set. The implemen
tation delay is to allow ample time for aligning 
policies and procedures. Once aligned, imple
mentation will be smoother. 

The actual commissioning process will be 
twofold . First, warrant officers, Other Than 
Regular Army (OTRAj, when promoted to a per
manent chief warrant officer grade, will be com
missioned by the Secretary of the Anny. Seoond, 
Regular Army (RAJ warrant officers will be com
missioned by the President upon pennanent pro
motion to a chief warrant officer grade. There will 
be no distinction between Presidential and Sec
retarial commissioning regarding the status of the 
warrant officer receiving the commission. 

Those promoted under the temporary (AUS) 
system will not be commissioned until perm-
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anently promoted. Further, warrant officers in the 
grade of W0-1 will continue to be appointed (not 
commissioned) by the Secretary of the Army. 

Congress, in enacting this legislation, highlight
ed the following three consequences of commis
sioning for chief warrant officers: 

1. They will have authority to administer oaths 
for reenlistments. 

2. Warrant officers in command will be desig
nated as "commanding officers" . 

3. Service as a commissioned warrant officer 
will be characterized as "oommissioned" service. 

The full scope of this action is not fully defin
ed at press time. Regulations need to be screen
ed to identify areas affected by the commission
ing of warrant officers, and the full impact upon 
the rights and responsibilities for aviation war
rant officers is yet to be determined. I realize 
these short comments leave many unanswered 
questions. Be assured, however, that as answers 
are determined and impacts defined, they'll be 
given the widest possible dissemination. 

TWOls 
The implementation of the Total Warrant Offi

cer Initiatives continues to proceed on schedule. 
The Position Requirement Inquiries (PRI) used 
to survey each warrant officer position have now 
been completed and the data is being analyz
ed. The information being provided by the PRI 
will be the basis for the actual grading of each 
WO position. Each TOE and Table of Distribu
tion and Allowances will be graded and then 
reviewed by both the MOS proponent and the 
MACOMs. 

Discrepancies found in this review will be 
resolved during the reclama process. Each MOS 
proponent (the Aviation branch for Aviation War
rant Officers) will be responsible to ensure that 
each Military Occupational Specialty (MOS) has 
a realistic Rank Distribution Structure. The goal 
is to begin loading the approved grading system 
into the Army Authorization Documents System 
by March 1987. 

Although these are just a few snapshots of the 
many concerns affecting Army Aviation, we're 
once again reminded of the dynamic nature of 
our business. I commend you, the many soldiers 
and civilians, whose combined contributions 
make ours a successful business. As the Avia
tion Branch Chief, I pledge my continued efforts 
to lead our press for progress. 11111 
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May-June, 1986 Calendar 
of AAAA Chapter Activities 

May, '986 
•• May 20. Bonn Area Chapter. ProfessionalfSocial 
meeting. H.J . Mummenbrauer, Commander, BGS Aviation 
Group, guest speaker. " HeUcopters In the German Border 
Guards". The Rhelnhotel, Driessen. 

•• May 23. SuncoastChapler. General membership meet
Ing. Guest speaker Irom the U.S. Army AvlalionCenter at 
Ft. Rucker. Presentation, "40 yeara of Army Aviation ". 
MacDJII AFB Offlcera' Club. 

•• May 23. Colonial Virginia Chapter. Professional/Lun. 
cheon meeting. Ray O. Leoni, senior VP, Sikorsky Aircraft, 
guest speaker. " Vertical Lift Technology - Current and 
Future", Ft. Eustis Olflcers' Club. 

•• May 30. Thunderhorse Chapter. Chili Cookotf and 
general membership meeUng. Troop Hangar, SAAF . 

•• May 31 . Lindbergh Chapter. Caalno Night and Army 
Emergency Rellet Fund Drive. SLASC Community Club. 

June,'986 
•• June 11. Rhine Valley Chapter. Protesslonal/Dlnner 
meeting. Sergei Sikorsky, guest speaker. " Update on 
Sikorsky Programs". Mannheim Officers' Club. 
..June 12. Stuttgart Chapter. General membership 
meeling. Sergei Sikorsky, guest spesker. Nelligen 
Soldiers' Club. 
..June 18. Southern California Chapter. Protes
sionallDinner meeting. COL Woody Spring, NASA 
astronaut, gueat speaker. " Shuttle Mission 81 -B". Hacien
da Hotel, EI Segundo, CA. 
•• June 20. Indianapolia Chapter. Protesslonal/Dlnner 
speaker. BG Rlchs~d E. Stephenson, DCG, Readiness & 
Procurement, AVSCOM, guest speaker. Ft. Benjamin Har
rison Officers' Club. 
•• June 24. Army Aviation Center Chapter. Annual Avia
tion Appreclallon Dinner. Ft. Rucker Main Officers' Club. 
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APACHE .. A most Signilicant 
increase in combat capability 

by GEN Robert W. Sennewald 

T
HE introduction in U.s. Army Forces 
Command (FORSCOM) this spring 01 
the AH-64 APACHE Advanced Attack 

Helicopter represents one of the most signifi
cant Increases in combat capability we have 
seen. Equally significant is the way we are 
lielding APACHE. 

This attack helicopter is designed to fight 
worldwide and survive. For the first time, we 
will have an airborne tank killer that can strike 
swiftly and effectively in all kinds of weather, 
24 hours a day. 

For the first time, we will be fielding combat
ready aviation units, providing the division com
mander with a combat multiplier ready for 
action. 

These " firsts" will meet the considerable 
challenge of integrating this extraordinary ma
chine in the Combined Arms team at a high 
level of readiness. 

Fielding 
In the past, it took a considerable amount 

of time to field a combat-ready unit. Units 
gradually accumulated personnel and equip
ment; new equipment training was conducted; 
and soldiers attended resident schools, all of 
which took several months. 

Two concepts have been developed in the 
fielding of major weapon systems which have 
greatly reduced this long drawn-out process. 

The first, Total Package/Unit Materiel Fielding 
(TP/UMF), gives the activating or converting unit 
all of the equipment it needs, including support 
items and repair parts in a single package. 

General Robert w. Sennewald serves 8S the Comman
ding General 01 the United States Anny Forces Com
mand, with headquarters at Ft. McPherson, Georgia. 
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The second, the Single Station Unit Fielding 
and Training (SSUFT) concept, combines in
dividually trained soldiers with a complete unit 
set of equipment and provides a distraction-free 
environment for intensive unit training. 

The result of these two methods is that when 
an APACHE-equipped battalion arrives at its 
home station, it is a fighting force lacking only 
local orientation. 

The Army leadership has provided the em
phasis and the resources to do this right. The 
APACHE Training Brigade (ATB), at Ft. Hood, 
Tex. , manages the battalions that will be ac
tivating at or transitioning through Ft. Hood. 

Each battalion will be manned to its required 
strength levels with school-trained, MOS-qual
ified soldiers and all of their required equip
ment. After this, the unit will undergo an inten
sive, structured unit training program culmin
ating in a six-day Army Training and Evalua
tion Program (ARTEP) assessment. 

Transitioning Units 
Existing CONUS-based attack helicopter 

battalions transitioning to APACHEs will turn 
in their COBRAs and HUEYs at their home sta
tions, and move en masse to Ft. Hood to be 
attached to the APACHE Training Brigade. 
There they'll receive the AH-64 and UH-60 
BLACK HAWKs as total packages. 

Once the battalions begin their training cy
cle, they will be in an environment free of 
distractions to get the most out of their train
ing time. Even intermediate maintenance will 
be provided by a contractor at Ft. HOOd. 

New activations 
The nine new battalions activating at Ft. 

Hood will build from scratch. After the person-
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nel arrive, the ATB will have about three 
months to put the entire unit together before 
starting the training cycle. Red River Army 
Depot will hand off to Ft. Hood a complete set 
of equipment for each new unit. 

Emphasis will be on eliminating anything 
that might detract from training. In keeping with 
this, new trucks are now being issued with ra
dio mounts already installed, the chains weld
ed on the steering columns, and the bumper 
numbers painted on, ready to drive away. 

Pilots will pick up the battalion's APACHEs 
at the McDonnell Douglas Helicopter plant in 
Mesa, Ariz., and fly them to Ft. Hood. 

The ATB staff has been working every con
ceivable angle to be certain that anything that 
might go wrong in fielding the unit is identified 
and corrected. Everything possible will be done 
to take the load off of the unit. 

Training 
APACHE-equipped units present unique 

trainin9 challenges both in the initial unit train
ing period and in their day-Io-day sustainment 
training. The capabilities of the APACHE will 
cause an evolution in our attack helicopter tac
tics and doctrine as we learn how to get the 
most out of the machine. 

The cost of training ammunition and laser 
safety considerations will force us to make the 
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most of the Combat Mission Simulators and 
other training devices. Learning to interface 
with Ground Laser Locator Designators is an 
example of a critically important task that our 
crews haven't experienced before. 

The future 
There's no question about it - the APACHE 

gives the Army that added punch it needs to 
meet the threat. FORSCOM's mission is to pro-
vide the division commander with this new 
equipment ready to perform in the Combined 
Arms team. The dimensions of the Airland Bat
tle doctrine require APACHE to perform at the 
highest state of readiness. 

The addition of the AHIP, the APACHE's 
counterpart, will greatly add to the APACHE's 
combat capability. Currently, the AHIP is under 
evaluation at Ft. Rucker, Ala. It is critical that 
this new system Join the Army's inventory. 

Summary 
The fielding of the APACHE is complex and 

demanding. To succeed, a total Army effort is 
essential. The Army Materiel Command prov
ides the equipment; Training and Doctrine 
Command provides the trained soldiers; and 
FORSCOM, through the ATB, puts it all 
together to mold a fighting torce the ground 
commander can immediately use. 11111 
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As the designs of others 
take shape, LHTEC's two T800 
technology prototypes are 
already in test. 

Allison and Garrett engi
neers have put these full-up pow
erplants through more than 
500 hours of design and perfor
mance verification. Testing 
continues. lowering development 
risk now, while laying the founda-

tion for reliable T800 propulsion. 
Tests confirm transient and 

steady state performance through
out the flight envelope. Heat 
rejection and hot section thermal 
surveys, as well as early evalua
tion of sand ingestion and loss-of
oil capabilities are completed. 

We're ahead in testing on 
the LHTEC Power Series. Going 
beyond requirements. Demon-

strating today how the Army 
will meet the military threats of 
the 1990s. 

Hardly business as usual. 

CHTEE 
Allison & Garrett 

America's LHX Propulsion Team. 



APACHE: PrOviding leaders 
with the decisive edge 

by Maj. Gen. Charles F. Drenz 

T
HIS is my final article for "Army Avia
tion Magazine" as the Program Mana
ger on May 23, 1986, I will take command 

of the U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command 
at Aberdeen Proving Ground. 

I leave with a great feeling of pride in the 
accomplishments made over the last 40+ 
months. The production base for the APACHE 
is establ ished to include a new modern facili
ty in Mesa, Ariz. Over 80 APACHE aircraft, in
cluding 18 for the first Advanced Attack Heli
copter Battalion, the 7!17th, stationed at Ft. 
Hood, Tex" have been delivered and fielded . 

A well established training base 
APACHE soldiers are training today to 

achieve an initial operating capability by the 
time you read this. 

The TRADOC training base is well establish
ed at Forts Rucker, Eustis, and Gordon. This 
is just the start of the process that will see a 
total of 34 Attack Battalions fielded through Ft. 
Hood by the middle of FY91 . There are 309 
APACHE aircraft currently on contract, and 366 
more are being negotiated. 

As the aircraft are delivered, we are track
ing very favorably toward achievement of our 
Maturity Program RAM goals. The Maturity 
Program for the APACHE will be accomplish
ed when the fleet has accumulated 100,000 
flight hours. That should occur in late 1987. 
Over 12,000 flight hours have been accrued so 
far. 

Several Product Improvement Proposals 
(PIPs) are currently planned and the require-

Major General Charles F. Drenz has served as the 
Program Manager, Advanced Attack Helicopter at 
AvIatIon Syslem Command for the past 40 months. 
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ment for a " B" model is under consideration 
as well as additional APACHEs beyond the cur
rent 675 aircraft procurement. 

So far the approved PIPs include SIN
CGARS, THS, ATAS, and wire cutters. Enhanc
ed NBC protection, fire and forget missiles, and 
an advanced cockpit are in planning. 

In the past year, the Army has demonstrated 
the salf-deployability of the APACHE. I had the 
opportunity - along with CWO Bob Sullivan 
- to fly an APACHE with external tanks from 
Mesa, Ariz . to Ft. Rucker, Ala., with but one fuel 
stop. The longest leg - 850 NM - was 
accomplished in six hours. On arrival at Ft. 
Rucker, fuel remaining would have allowed con
tinued flight for almost another 300 NM. 

A new era 
The APACHE provides the Army with an 

awesome capability. It makes obsolete the old 
way of employing attack helicopters - a new 
era has begun. It has taken many years of 
teamwork on the part of the people in industry 
and the Government to provide this capability 
to the soldiers in the field . 

It will take the continued close teamwork of 
AMC, TRADOC, FORSCOM, and industry to 
equip and train the remaining attack battalions. 

I'm confident that the dedication of the hun
dreds of people who have worked for so many 
years will see the job through successfully. 
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The APACHES have 
arrivedl 

by COL Jack L. Turecek 

O
N the 24th of February, the first four 
of 72 APACHEs destined for the 6th Cav
alry Brigade (Air Combat) flew out of the 

setting sun of Central Texas and touched down 
at Hood Army Airfield. 

The following day. Ft. Hood marked this most 
significant event in the history 01 Army Aviation 
with a first class welcoming ceremony hosted by 
MG John M. Brown, Deputy Commanding 
General. 

Included as participants in the ceremony were 
MG Ellis D. Par1<er, Commanding General of Ft. 
Rucker; MG Char1es F. Drenz, APACHE Project 
Manager; William P. Brown, President of 
McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Co.; Robert C. 
Little, Corporate Vice President and Group Exec
utive of McDonnell Douglas; and J. Richard 
Cook, Vice President, Martin Marietta. 

After years of extensive planning and a great 
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COL Jack L. Turecek, former Commander of the 
6th cav Bcle (Air Combat) at Ft. Hood , now serves 
as Chief of Staff, 24th Infantry Div Ft. Stewart, GA. 

deal of hard work by many dedicated people, the 
last chapter in the Army's plan for the unit fielding 
of the AH·64 began .. the "check" had finally 
arrived. 

Two years in the planning 
For those of us in the 6th Cavalry Brigade, the 

planning for the arrival of the aircraft and train
ing of the first unit to receive the APACHEs, the 
7th Squadron. 17th Cavalry (Heavy Cav), began 
well over two years ago. 

Since that time 46 aviators have completed or 
are about to complete transition courses in the 
AH·64A at Ft. Rucker; four instructor pilots have 
been trained; and five maintenance and three ar-
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YOU'RE BEING WATCHED 
... by the crew of an Army OH-58D Aeroscout 
helicopter equipped with a McDonnell 
Douglas Mast-Mounted Sight. 

The sight is a system in itself for battle 
surveillance, target acquisition and handoff. 
It is field-supportable: Major components 
induding sensors, electronics, and the 
upper shroud can all be replaced in the field. 
. The sight has exceeded performance 

specifications. It is now in production for the 
Army Helicopter Improvement Program. 

Watch for it. 

NlCDONNEL L 
DOUGLAS 



mament officers have completed courses at Ft. 
Eustis. 

At the same time 63 enlisted soldiers in grades 
ranging from Private to Sergeant First Class have 
attended various courses at both Ft. Eustis and 
Ft. Gordon. These include soldiers sent TDY for 
training from the 7/17th as well as those who 
trained on the APACHE and its many sophisti
cated systems following basic training. 

While all of this individual training has been 
going on at the various TRADOC schools, we've 
been busy developing a detailed 90 day unit 
training plan based on TRADOC guidance that 
will commence on 14 April and culminate with 
a very demanding External Evaluation during the 
first part of July. 

The training plan , , 
The 90 day training plan includes six phases: 
· . tINa weeks of individual and crew operations, 
· . four weeks of troop operations, to include 

gunnery, 
· . a week of squadron operations, 
· . a two week squadron field exercise/inter-

nal evaluation, 
· . a second tINa week field exercise, and finally 
· , the one week external evaluation. 
Simultaneously with the ongoing individual 

training cited above, we've been turning in the 
7/17th's COBRAs, to include not only the aircraft, 
but the prescribed load list (PLL) and peculiar 
ground support equipment (PGSE) previously 
needed to support the units' 18 COBRAs. 

Based on the guidance of General Maxwell 
R. Thunnan, Vice Chief of Staff, U.S. Army, and 

A student receives instruction on the McDonnell Douglas 
CockpIt Weapons Emergency Procedure Trainer 
(CWEPT) at the U.S. Anny Aviation Center. • 
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with the tremendous support of OA, FORSCOM, 
AMC, TRADOC, and the III Corps, the Heavy 
Cav will begin unit training in mid-April with 100% 
of its authorized people and equipment. 

Not only is it great to be selected as the first 
unit to field the APACHE, but to do so with a full 
authorization is an opportunity in which few of 
us have ever been privileged to partake. 

Utilizing the same training plan as the 7117th, 
the 1st Squadron, 6th Cavalry will begin unit 
training in July, 1986; followed by the 4th Squad
ron, 9th Cavalry in December, 1986; and the 5th 
Squadron, 17th Cavalry in February, 1987. 

"Enthusiasm and excitement" 
Needless to say, the enthusiasm and excite

ment that exists today among the soldiers of the 
6th Cavalry Brigade is at an all-time high. 
Although the Brigade has been involved in many 
exciting and challenging training events and tests 
during the past ten to 15 years, none can com
pare to the fielding of the most sophisticated at
tack helicopter that exists in the world today. 

The task ahead for the leadership of the 6th 
Cav is to take the soldiers and the equipment 
of the unit and mold them into an effective fight
ing force capable of deploying and winning on 
the modern battlefield as part of the combined 
arms team. 

We stand ready to accept the challenge the 
Army leadership has placed before us, and are 
confident that at the end of each 90 day train
ing period we wilt provide the Army a unit train
ed to its potential and ready to go into combat 
and win . 11111 

• Enlisted soldiers take part in all phases of APACHE 
training at the U.S. Anny Aviation Logistics School at A. 
Eustis, Va. An Instructor is shown with a student at the 
MissIon Equipment System Trainer. 

Iir""'--==""-
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A r11:.RICAN 
LABORATORIES. INC. 

AERO DIVISION 
Integration, installation and testing of 

weapons systems and avionics 
The Aero Divi sion of AEL 

provides system engineer ing 
to integrate and install these 
systems in production and 
ORC modes. This capability 
applies to both rotary and 
fixed wing aircraft . The Aero 
Divsion of AEL, located at 
Allaire Airport , Farmingdale. 
NJ and Reading Mun icipal 
Airport , Reading, PA, offers 
unmatched efficiency and 
economy in the retrofit of 
armament/ protection 
systems such as the AIM -9L 

~ 19B4. American ElectronIC Lalxlratorias. Inc. 

Sidewinder missile system 
and the AN / ALE-39 chaff 
dispensing system and 
commun icatians, navigation 
and identification equipment. 

Whether your require
ments entail assembly of kits 
and w iring harnesses, EM il 
EMC/ TEMPEST testing, or 
updating of aircraft with 
equ ipment manufactured by 
AEL and other leading 
organizations, the AEL Aero 
Division is ready to provide 
cost effecti ve service. 

American Electronic Laboratories, Inc. 
Subsidiary of AEL Industries. Inc. 
P.O. Bo~ 552 
Lansdale. PA 19446 
(2 15) 822 ·2929 
TWX: 510· 66 1·4976 
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Collins eMS·SO 
can put at least 

half your cockpit 
console into a 
space this biS. 
Next to the pilot. you know better than 

anyone that console space in a cockpit is at 
a premium. Still you have to make room for 
all the avionics vital to a successful mission. 

Enter the Collins CMS-80 cockpit man
agementsystem . A unit as small as this ad 
which uses a high resolution CRT and 
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f"rnet. velocity, fuel. weapons, and 
much more. 

Using the military 
standard 1553 Multiplex Bus, 
CMS-BO is compatible with 
existing as well as new avi
onics. Which means mission 
capability and flexibility 
never before available. 

We could go on, but like you, we're 
cramped for space. Contact us for more infor
mation: Collins Government Avionics Division, 
Rockwell International. Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
5249B. 319 / 395-220B. 

'1' Rockwell International 
.. . where science gets down to business 





Combat skills training In the 
IH·64 Combat Mission SimUlator 

by COL (P) James W. Ball 
and CW3 Mark W. Ammon 

COL (P) 8 all 

A
N AH·64 of the 7/17 CAV unmasks as the 
Co-pilot-Gunner (CPG) prepoints the 
Target Acquisition Designation Sight 

(TAOS) to the assigned engagement area. The 
sound of two search radars on the APA-39 
breaks the silence. 

Quickly, the pilot calls Qut, "Gunner, 020 and 
010 degrees." The gunner searches for the 
radar emitters as the pilot positions the aircraft 
to provide maximum Aircraft Survivability 
Equipment (ASE) utilization whi le maintaining 
prelaunch constraints. 

Tha conversation continues: 
CPG to Pilot: "Mark, Seven-Zero feet." (ref

erencing the radar altimeter). 
Pilot to CPG: " Roger, Seven-Zero." 
CPG to Pilot : "SAB. Tree in the way. Move 

right. Stay up. Launch." 
Pilot to CPG: " Roger. Mark, Eight-Zero feet." 

(Aircraft climbs to 80 feet.) 
Pilot to CPG: "Gunner, tanks moving into 

view top right . Launch second missile." 
CPG to Pilot: " Roger." 
Pilot to CPG: " Good shot. Kill , one SAS." 
CPG to Pilot: " I've got the tanks ... going 

autonomous." 
Pilot to CPG: "We've been up here awhile 

and I still have search radar on us." 
CPG to Pilot: "Just one more tank." 
Pilot to CPG: " OK." 
SCOUT to APACHE: "Alpha 02, this is Sierra 

12.1 have a TaO tank, engagement area 71. At 
my command." (Request by the SCOUT for 
Alpha 02 to launch remotely). 

COl.. (PI James W. 8al1 is PM-Training Devices at Ihe 
Naval Training Center In Orlando, Fla. CW3 Mark W. 
Ammon is an AH·64 Combal Mission Simulator In· 
structor PlIol assigned 10 0 Company, 7th Aviallon 
Training Banallon 81 FI. Rucker, Ala. 
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CPG to Pilot: " Pilot. Target Index is in, align 
the aircraft in constraints." 

CPG to SCOUT: " Sierra 12, Alpha 02 is 
ready." 

SCOUT to APACHE: "Alpha 02. Fire, over." 
CPG to SCOUT: "Shot, over." (Remote 

missile is launched). 
SCOUT to APACHE: "Shot, out." 
CPG to Pilot: "SAG launch . Chaff! Move! 

Chaff ... Move!" 
The aircraft is shaken by a violent jolt; pri

mary and utility hydraulic caution lights illumin
ate; NO.1 fire handle illuminates; the aircraft 
descends as the pilot desperately reaches the 
emergency hydraulic switch, just in time to 
cushion the landing with collective pitch. 

A hard landing, but the crew survives the 
impact. 

CPG to Pilot: " Th is is going to huuurrrt ." 
IP to Crew: " Freeze. Now let's talk about 

what went wrong" . (Over the intercom). 
Th is is how a typical first day engagement 

in the AH-G4 Combat Mission Simulator (CMS) 
often ends. 

With the beginning of combat skills training 
as part of the AH-G4 Aircraft Qualification 
Course (AQC), an aviator must now learn to 
fight and survive on the modern high-intensity 
battlefield. During this final portion of qualifica
tion training the aviator receives 15 hours of 
flight instruction; 71/2 in each seat. 

He's required to fly ten missions using five 
different scenarios. The first two scenarios are 
dayNFR missions. The last three scenarios are 
performed at night using the Forward Looking 
Infrared (FUR) sensors to fly and engage threat 
targets. 

Each day the aviators participate in classified 
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briefings and discussions, and attend classes on 
the HELLFIRE missile, aircraft survivability equip
ment, the Fire Control Computer, and the Target 
Acquisition and Designation System (TAOS). 

Briefings on threat identification emphasize the 
importance of knowing the enemy, his capabili
ties, and his limitations. Armed with that know
ledge the aviators learn how to use the systems 
of the AH-64 to defeat the threat. 

After the daily briefing the crews conduct a 
mission brief-back of the Operation Order receiv
ed the day earlier, During brief-backs all areas 
are covered: 

.. weapons loads, waypoint update points, bat
tle positions, size and positions of engagement 
areas, and most importantly, where the friendly 
forces are and what they're doing on the ground. 

Preparing for battle 
Before moving out into the computer genera

ted battle area, the crew prepares the systems 
of the aircraft (Combat Mission Simulator) for bat
tle. They program the FCC and Doppler, bore
sight the TAOS, and ensure that all weapon sys
tems are operational . 

As the crew departs the Forward Assembly 
Area, the threat instructor selects one of 20 pre
programmed target engagement exercises 
(TEE). Each TEE contains ten vehicles, five of 
which move along pre-determined paths while 
the other five are in fixed positions. He also 
selects threat lethality and controls target move
ment and speed. 

The second instructor, in the role of Battle 
Captain, simulates the scout and controls the bat
tle to make it flow smoothly. He provides the 
AH-64 crew with spot reports, acts as the Ground 
Laser Locator Designator (LLD), and provides 
local security. 

Training is conducted with the crew free to 
choose courses of action. The Battle Captain at 
any time can freeze the simulator to discuss 
mistakes, review techniques and tactics, and 
touch on the finer points of HELLFIRE en
gagements. 

Once the crew has destroyed all targets or run 
out of ammunition, it returns to one of ten For
ward Arming and Refueling Points (FARPs) that 
can be activated within the battle area. While the 
APACHE taxis up to the fuel point and ammuni
tion boxes to refuel and rearm, the threat instruc
tor inserts a new TEE and the Battle Captain 
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issues a FRAG Order to the crew for a change 
of mission. 

The crew reacts by inserting new coordinates 
in the aircraft's computers and departs to assist 
in stopping a breakthrough in another valley. 
Enroule, the crew is surprised by a pair of MI-24 
Hind helicopters. The crew takes evasive action 
and engages them with the 30mm cannon. 
When contact is broken, they report the Hind 
positions to the Battle Captain. 

Using this training format the crew learns to 
employ classroom tactics against a lethal threat. 
They expend large amounts of ammunition to 
become proficient in acquisition, identification, 
and destruction of multiple moving targets. 

They learn the different techniques of employ
ing the laser which is utilized as an aid in deter
mining terrain features and ranges which are dif
ficult to determine in high pciwers of magnifica
tion, as well as a target designation device. 

The CMS provides the aviator with training that 
cannot be done In the aircraft. It provides the 
ability to utilize aU the HELLFIRE missile launch 
modes, such as rapid and ripple in either an 
autonomous or remote engagement situation, 
and displays real-time battle damage assess
ments. 

Night missions 
As the week progresses, so does the intensi

ty of training. Crews move from day to night mis
sions, thus appreciably increasing their task 
loading. The threat begins using laser sensors 
to detect laser energy, allowing him to hide 
behind trees and burning vehicles. 

Threat lethality is increased from Level Three 
to Level Five and sometimes to a maximum level 
of Ten. All of these activities push the crews to 
their limits as they learn to fight and survive in 
the high-intensity threat environment only 
available in the CMS, 

Because the training is so realistic, the crew 
quickly leams combat responsibilities. They leam 
to deal with the stress of knowing some
one is trying 10 kill them . . 

They quickly come to the realization that they, 
as a crew, must become a system .. The most 
important system on the APACHE .. The system 
that integrates and orchestrates all of the aircraft 
systems quickly and efficiently. Then and only 
then will the APACHE helicopter become a 
"Total System for Battle". 11111 
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Compared to previous engines ... 

30% less fuel. 
50% less maintenance. 
600% better reliability. 

The T700/Cf7: 

• Aregislered trademark of 
General Electric Company, U.S.A. 

The best value 
in helicopter engines ... 

by far! 

Aircraft 
Business 



Stormscope® Weather Mapping Systems
ctronically passive thunderstorm mapping 

for all military aircraft . 
• UNIQUE. The only airborne instruments 

developedspecificallytomapthunderstorms. 
o ELECTRONICALLY PASSIVE. Uses a 

non-transmitting, non-detectable system 
which receives information from the elec
trical discharges within the thunderstorm . 

o VERSATILE. Data is presented on a 3" 
cockpit display. Can be used on all 
military aircraft-rotor-wing or fixed-wing. 

o REAL TIME THUNDERSTORM 
INFORMATION. Works as well on the 
ground as in the air. 

o PROVEN. Ten thousand units sold 
since 1976. 

For complete information , please contact: 
3M Stormscope Weather Mapping Systems, 
Aviation, Safety Systems/3M, 6530 Singletree 
Drive, Columbus, Ohio 43229, (614) 885-3310. 

GSA price schedule catalog 
avai lable on request. 

3M 
Stormscope, 
Weather Mapping Systems 



UPdaling Ihe TAOS/PI IS 
Program 

by COL David E .. Sul.livan 
and Robert Kennedy 

COL Sullivan 

T
HE Target Acquisition Designation Sight! 
Pilot Night Vision Sensor (TADSfPNVS) 
is the 'eyes" of the AH-64 APACHE allow

ing mission completion during day, night, and 
adverse weather conditions. 

The pilot is provided video imagery from the 
PNVS Forward Looking Iflfrared (FUR) sensor 
overlayed with corresponding pilotage sym
bology. This information , projected on the 
helmet display unit of the Integrated Helmet 
and Display Sight system (IHADSS), allows the 
pilot to fly Nap-of-the-Earth (NOE) during night 
and restricted visibility conditions. 

The co-pilot/gunner is provided a wide range 
of choices of video imagery from either the 
TADS FUR and TV or magnified optics of the 
Direct View Optics (OVO) sensor. 

Sensor information combined 
The TAOS also includes a Laser Range

finder/Designator (LRFD) that is boresighted to 
the TADS sensors, a Laser Spot Tracker, and 
an automatic video imagery tracking capabili
ty. This combination of sensor information, in 
conjunction with corresponding symbology, 
and use of the LRFD and trackers allow the co
pilot/gunner to detect, recognize, designate, 
and track targets, as well as perform naviga
tional duties as required during day, night, and 
adverse weather conditions. 

PrevJous issues of "Army Aviation" have 
contained more detailed descriptions of the 
various TADS/PNVS sensors and operational 
modes which will not be repeated here. 

The first full production contract was award-

COL Sullivan I. the Project Manager for the 
(TADS/PNVS)i Kennady •• rv •• as chief, Technical 
Management Dlvl.lon, both are In St. Louia, Mo. 
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In April , 1982, to MMOA for delivery of 13 
TADS/PNVS systems. The second year produc
tion contract was awarded in December, 1982, 
for 52 additional systems. The third year pro
duction contract was awarded in Marctt, 1984, 

, and the fourth year production contract in April, 
1985, for 112 and 138 systems, respectively. 

We're currently working on a contract for the 
remainder of the TADS/PNVS systems to sup
port the 675 APACHEs to be procured. 

Production milestone 
The first major production milestone occur

red in July, 1983 with the Army acceptance of 
the first production TADS/PNVS. A total of 121 
TAOS and 123 PNVS systems have been 
delivered as 01 February, 1986 to support the 
AH-64 APACHE Program. 

Several of these systems have been deliv
ered to Ft. Eustis, Va., for use as maintenance 
bench trainers, and ten of the systems are on 
Category B training aircraft . In addition to the 
systems delivered in direct support of the 
APACHE Program, MMOA has delivered five 
PNVS systems to the Navy for use in the 
engineering development of the Helicopter 
Night Vision Systems (HNVS) Program. 

Additionally, ten PNVS systems have been 
delivered to the AH-1S (MOD) PNVS Surrogate 
Trainer Project. These trainers were developed 
by Northrop Corporation and have been deliv
ered to the Aviation Center at Ft. Rucker where 
they're being used to provide initial PNVS train
ing to candidate APACHE pilots prior to hands
on training in the APACHE. 

Using AH-1 qualified aviators and the PNVS 
Surrogate Trainers in lieu of the APACHE for 
the initial PNVS training results in a significant 
cost savings to the Army. 
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Thanks to the TADS/PNVS. 
The Apache, unlike the illustrious warriors it's named after, stays on the 

warpath at night. 
Flying low-level night missions, the Apache pilots can see where they're 

going and, for the first time, can see targets without depending on flares and 
other illumination. 

What enables the Apache to find and attack targets day and night is 
TADSj PNVS. 

The Pilot Night Vision Sensor(PNVS) permits battlefield navigation at night 
and in adverse weather. Army helicopter pilots can now confidently fly nap-of-the
earth in darkness. 

The Target Acquisition and Designation Sight (TADS) locates and designates a 
target with laser, day or night, tracking it for attack with Hellfire missiles or other 
weapons. 

The laser designator can also mark targets for attack by ground artillery firing 
laser-seeking Copperhead projectiles. 

By providing longer recognition ranges and shorter exposure to enemy fire, 
TADSj PNVS-designed and produced by Martin Marietta- gives the U.S. Army's 
powerful attack helicopter a better chance to survive. And it enables the Apache 
to do something the enemy can no longer do: hide under cover of darkness. 

IWARTIN IWARIETT'A 

Martin Marietta Corporation 
6801 Rockledge Drive, Bethesda, Maryland 20817, USA 



Performance testing of the production config- Shop Replaceable Units (SRUs) of the TADS/-
uration APACHE, including the TADS/PNVS, PNVS systems. 
began in March, 1984, by McDonnell Douglas The TPSs will be utilized in the APACHE auto-
Helicopter Company with the support of Martin malic test station known as the Electronic Equip-
Marietta Orlando Aerospace (MMOA). ment Test Facility (EETF). Incorporated in the 

The production testing culminated in Decem- EETF, and built by MMOA, is the unique electro-
ber, 1985, with the completion of the First Arti- optical bench, which will provide to the field a 
cle Test - Validation Phase conducted by the capability to test and automatically fault isolate 
Aviation Development Test Activity (ADTA) at the complex electro-optical TADS/PNVS LRUs. 
Yuma Proving Grounds. Through February, 1986, the Government has 

The results of the production testing indicate accepted nine of the 18 AVIM TPSs. The remain-
that the TADS/PNVS system meets the require- ing TPSs will be completed by June, 1986, and 
ments of the user community. In addition, com- multiples of the test sets will be delivered to the 
ments from the field indicate full approval of the AVIM locations as fielding continues, The con-
quality of the video, optics, range resolution, ac- tractor has already delivered several of the TPSs 
curacy, and overall capability of the TADS/PNVS. to Ft. Rucker to support the aircraft training base 

Supportability and Ft. Gordon, Geo., to support the Automatic 
Test Equipment (ATE) training base . . 

With the increasing numbers of TADS/PNVS New PM team 
systems being delivered, the emphasis on sup-
porting and maintaining the systems has been Both the contractor and the Army Program 
growing. In qrder to provide technical assistance, Managers have changed in the last year. Mr. J. 
rapid turnaround, and responsivity of failed com- Richard Cook assumed the position of Vice 
ponents to the TADS/PNVS Program, MMOA President, Program Manager of the TAOS/-
has established repair facilities at Enterprise, Ala., PNVS Program for MMOA, in September, 1985. 
near Ft. Rucker; Killeen, Tex., near Ft. Hcx:x:I; and I assumed the responsibility of TADS/PNVS 
Falcon Field in Mesa, Ariz. MMOA wi1l continue Project Manager for the Army in January, 1986. 
providing logistical support through January Although we're both new to the TADS/PNVS 
1987, with transition to full organic logistic sup- Program, each of us has eagerly accepted the 
port scheduled to occur at that same time. challenge of fulfilling total support requirements 

The contractor has also been developing and and providing quality hardware of an extremely 
delivering Test Program Sets (TPSs) to support complex electro-optical system at a rate of 12 
Aviation Intermediate Maintenance (AVIM) requir- per month. 
ed to be performed on the TADs/PNVS systems. We welcome this challenge, and are dedicated 
A total of 18 individual AVIM TPSs is required to the continued on-schedule delivery of the 
to test the Line Replaceable Units (LRUs) and "eyes" of the world's best attack helicopter.1I111 

r---------------------~~ 
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APACHE Training: 
USAAVNC gears up! 

by LTC David Sale 

I 
have decided to open this article with a 
quote given to MG Ellis D. Parker, 
USAAVNC Commander, on 25 March 1986 

at Ft. Hood, Tex" as we welcomed the first 
AH-64A Advanced Attack Helicopters to 
FORSCOM: "We have come a long way, baby." 

In just a few minutes MG Parker related how 
he had fielded OV-1 Mohawks to Ft. Hood in 
the early 1960's. While he was attending OV-1 
transition he was earmarked for the OV-1 Prog
ram and ordered to proceed to Ft. Hood, Tex., 
in order to accept and field OV-1s. 

The six new aircraft were accepted with no 
manuals and no special tools, and the 
mechanics did not receive any special train
ing on the aircraft. It should be noted that MG 
Parker was the only OV-1 pilot at Ft. Hood for 
some six months. 

Yes, " We have come a long way." On 14 May 
1986, Ft. Hood's 7117 Attack Helicopter Battal
ion will be fielded with its entire allocation of 
equipment! 

LogisticS support 
We've had 43 manuals written to support the 

outstanding maintenance training given by the 
personnel at the USA Aviation Logistic School 
(USAALS), at Ft. Eustis, Va. , and the USA 
Signal Center (USASC) at Ft. Gordon, Ga. 

As a matter of record, we're currently fielding 
our third battalion of maintainers at this time. 
The USA Aviation Center (USAAVNC) is cur
rently accepting 12 attack pilots every two 
weeks in order to meet the Army's AH-64 
needs. The school is scheduled to ramp up 

LTC David Sale Is the Ttalnlng and Doctrine Com
mand System Manager for the TADS/PNVS with 
assignment at Ft. Rucker, Alabama. 
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again in October of this year to 20 attack pilots 
every two weeks. 

Our first class of Initial Entry Rotary Wing 
(IERW) graduate pilots will start training on 14 
May 1986. 

I would be a "story teller" if I told you that 
the road has been easy. Many a lesson has 
been learned by both the Army and the private 
contractors, especially McDonnell Douglas Hel
icopter and Martin Marietta. 

The problems included two aircraft groun
dings, one for main rotor trailing edge cracks, 
and the other occured for a mixer support bolt 
famure. Both of the defects have been resolved. 
However, it's truly been a team effort on every
one's part . 

Some significant events 
Both the team and the AH-64 are maturing. 

For an example, look at some of the recent 
significant events: 

· . The first Instructor Key Personnel Train
ing (IKPT) class took six months more than con
tracted. The second took two months more 
than scheduled and the third and final class 
not only completed IKPT III on time, but also 
completed instructor training within the con
tracted qualification training phase. 

· . It should be noted that we also trained the 
maintenance test pilots during the above three 
IKPTs. 

· . Flight training began on 12 June 1985 at 
Ft. Rucker. Through 15 April , we've graduated 
92 AH-64 instructor pilots and pilots. 

· . Maintenance training began at Ft. Eustis, 
Va., on 29 July 1985 and at Ft. Gordon, Ga. , 
on 15 October 1985. Since then we've gradu
ated 269 AH-64A maintainers. 

In this brief article, I've chosen to discuss 
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LHX.lts success will 
depend not only on the 
imaginafion of designers 
or the integration of 
complex systems. But on 
the ability of business
men to manage the 
technologies and systems 
that will fulfill the Army's 

----~---------------

requirements. To apply 
these technologies 
intelligenlly. And deliver 
a highly lethal aircraft 
of awesome capabili ty. 
On time. On budget. 

One leam can do it. 
Boeing Sikorsky. Our 
track record proves it. 
The BLACK HAWK and 
CH-47D helicopter 
programs. Demonstrations 
thatlow-cosl solutions 
can successfully fulfill 
high technology needs. 
Models of excellence and 
efficiency that have earned 
multi-year contracts for 
both companies. 

Answering the call. 

BOEING SIKORSKY 
THE FI RST T EAM FOR L H X 

LHX is a formidable task. 
And an important one. 
But Boeing Sikorsky is up 
to the chaJlenge. Because 
we have the vision to see it. 
And the capability to see 
itlhrough. 
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flight training in some detail, and I plan to 
discuss the aviation maintenance schools in 
a later " field report ." let 's not forget that 
without the maintainer-ground crews we can 't 
our mission. 

Flight training begins when the AH-1 attack 
pilots are welcomed and introduced to the 
AH-64A Qualification Course by MAJ John 
Pack, the current Commander of 0 Company, 
7th Aviation Training Battalion, Aviation Train
ing Brigade. 

The course is 14 weeks long and considered 
to be one of the most comprehensive at 
USAAVNC. The attack pilot will receive 135 
hours of academics ranging from Pilot Night 
Vision Training (PNVS) to the complex HELL
FIRE Missile System. 

The PNVS surrogate trainer 
Much time is spent on the three weapon 

systems and the Fire Control Computer. While 
academics are on-going, our new attack pilot 
is introduced to the AH-1S (PNVS) surrogate 
trainer in which he'll receive 24 hours of intense 
PNVS training with 17+ hours of daytime train
ing being spent in the back seat enclosed by 
blackout curtains. 

During this phase, the pilot is taught to rely 
completely on the PNVS System. Upon com
pleting the daytime PNVS phase flight evalua
tion , the attack pilot receives the remaining 
PNVS hours at night with the curtains removed. 
The PNVS phase of training is the most deman
ding, thus most difficult of the qualification 
course. 

Prior to completing surrogate training, we in
troduce the pilot to the Cockpit Weapons 

Emergency Procedure Trainer (CWEPT) which 
is used to teach what its name implies. Dur
ing the first instruction block of ten hours, the 
attack pilot receives high fidelity training on 
how to start, run up, and shut down the AH-64 
APACHE. Also, heavy emphasis is placed on 
emergency procedures. 

Upon completing surrogate training and 
startting CWEPT training, the attack pilot pro
ceeds into basic AH·64 transition flight for 12 
hours. Here he learns basic helicopter AH-64A 
tasks, including single engine procedures and 
high-low G maneuvers. 

Just when he starts to feel comfortable, we 
put him back into PNVS training, but this time 
he does it in the AH·64 for another nine hours. 
The first two flights are in the bag (surround
ed by curtains) during the day with the remain
ing flights at night. 

The next phase of training is TAOS/Gunnery. 
TAOS stands for Target Acquisition Oesigna· 
tion Sight. Here the attack pilot is given 20 
hours of training, mostly in the front seat. Just 
prior to this phase of training, he's given 
another ten hours of CWEPT training to better 
prepare him for TAOS gunnery instruction. 

Prior to starting TAOS gunnery instruction we 
require 10 hours in the TAOS Selected Task 
Trainer. The TSIT is a primary fire control panel 
and optical relay tube (ORT) computer-driven 
training device, which allows self-paced train
ing on how to fire the three weapon systems 
onboard the AH-64 from the front seat. 

The primary purpose of TAOS gunnery is to 
teach the attack pilot how to operate the TAOS 
and how to employ the AH-64A's three weapon 
systems. 

Combat skills honed 
Combat Skills is the last phase of instruction 

and it's presented In the Combat Mission 
Simulator (CMS). The CMS came on line on 
24 Feb 86 with the first class of AH-64A attack 
pilots being trained at the Singer link plant in 
Binghamton, NY. 

We currently train combat skills at that loca
tion and will continue to do so until the CMS 
becomes operational at Ft. Rucker, Ala., about 
mid-August 1986. 

From a training standpoint, it cannot be 
denied that combat is the best· teacher. 

(TRAINING/Continued on Page 55) 
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APACHE: Shilling inlo 
high gear al FI. Hood 

by Jerome J. Sullivan 

THE U.S. Army/McDonnell Douglas Heli
copter Company APACHE Program shift
ed into high gear on 25 February 1986 as 

the first of more than 600 AH-64A Attack Heli
copters began arriving at Ft. Hood, Tex. 

Under the Army's new single Station Unit 
Relding and Training concept, A. Hood will form, 
train, and equip all 34 planned Army and Army 
National Guard AH-64A Attack Helicopter Bat
talions for deployment around the world . 

This extensive effort is being coordinated by 
U.S. Army Forces Command (FORSCOM) and 
will continue into the early 1990s. The 6th Cavalry 
Brigade's 7th Squadron, 17th Cavalry will be the 
first unit to undergo the 90-day APACHE unit 
training program. 

Training for the ARTEP 
The unit training schedule calls for 30 days of 

individual pilot and maintenance instruction, 30 
days of company-level and gunnery training and 
a final month of battalion tactical training, which 
culminates with a battalion-level ARrEP. 

McDonnell Douglas has been actively involv
ed in support of the APACHE fielding effort since 
the Advanced Attack Helicopter first came off the 
drawing board. This support has evolved into two 
distinct phases; support to the Army training 
bases and the fleet of instructional aircraft at Ft. 
Eustis and Ft. Rucker, and now support to the 
FOR SCaM using unit. . 

The McDonnell Douglas training phase for the 
AH-64 was a unique departure from the pro
grams previously associated with the fielding of 
new Army weapon systems. In earlier weapon ac-

Jerome J. Sullivan serves 8S the VIce Presldenl for 
Product Support for the McDonnell Douglas Helicopter 
Company, In Mesa, Arizona. 
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quisitions, Army New Equipment Training Teams 
(NETT) received training at the contractor's loca
tion, and then assisted the Army schools in 
developing their respective training programs. 

For the AH-64, MDHC was responsible for the 
design, development, and presentation of aircrew 
and maintenance training courses and a com
plete range of classroom panel trainers and hard
ware devices to support this training. McDonnell 
Douglas designed courses, developed course 
programs of instruction and lesson plans, then 
presented each course to the instructors and key 
personnel at the aviation-associated service 
schools at Ft. Rucker, Ft. Eustis, and Ft. Gordon. 

Too much better than too little 
After teaching instructors and key personnel, 

McDonnell Douglas training personnel assisted 
the newly graduated Army instructors in the con
duct of the first MaS-producing courses. The 
helicopter company's training personnel are 
presently in a sustaining phase of this contracted 
work, updating the courses to comply with the 
latest engineering changes to the aircraft. 

They also taught the civilian contractor person
nel at Ft. Rucker who are responsible for main
taining the Aviation School's APACHE fleet. 

Because of the newness of the single station 
unit fielding and training concept, McDonnell 
Douglas is operating under the premise that too 
much support is better than too little. With that 
philosophy in mind, the company has imple
mented a FORSCOM Fielding Assistance Plan 
which provides for approximately 30 company 
personnel on-site at Ft. Hood from now through 
the end of 1986 and beyond, if required. 

This team, primarily logistical in nature, con
sists of a manager from the McDonnell Douglas 
program office and representatives from the tech-
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nical publications, field service, supply support, 
and maintenance training departments of the 
company's Product Support Division. 

Additional system engineering personnel also 
are on site and the company is opening a ware
house facility in Killeen, Tex. to support the field· 
ing effort. 

The following details the type of support 
McDonnell Douglas will provide the FORSCOM 
fielding operation at Ft. Hood: 

Technical publication 
In the technical publications area, McDonnell 

Douglas has completed revisions to all APACHE 
technical manuals at Ft. Hood in advance of the 
activation of the attack helicopter units. Company 
publications people are assisting Army technical 
manual experts in assuring that an adequate 
supply of the most current manuals is available 
as unit training commences. 

The technical publications department also will 
provide supply bulletins to Ft. Hood to accom· 
modate, by aircraft serial number, part number 
differences that have occurred as a result of re
cent aircraft engineering changes. 

Field service 
The AH·64 field service support at Ft. Hood 

consists of two teams of field service respresen· 
tatives (FSRs) and one logistics support (supp
ly) FSR. These teams are supplemented with 
Automatic Test Equipment (ATE) technicians and 
selected service representatives from sub· 
contractors. An APACHE FSR team is made up 
of airframe, avionics/electrical, and armament/· 
fire control representatives. 

The purpose of the two-team concept is to 
have one team as an on·site permanent party 
while the second team works directly with the 
training unit. Upon completion of training, it's pn> 
posed Ihal Ihe second FSR leam will deploy wilh 
the trained unit to its ultimate location. 

NEXT MONTH 
The July 31, 1986 issue of "Army Aviaa 

tion" will carry the " 1986 SPOOF Roster' : 
the biennial roster of the professional and 
personal listiings of AAAA's retired members. 
The SPOOF acronymn stands for the " Soc
iety for the Preservation of Old Friendships." 
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At that time, another APACHE FSR team will 
be placed on site with the next unit to be trained. 

The FSR team maintains a direct line of com· 
munication through the McDonnell Douglas prOO' 
uct support field service department for technical, 
engineering, management, and spare parts 
support. 

Periodically, the FSA teams are brought back 
to the home office to receive updates on the 
various AH·64 systems to stay current with con
figuration changes. This updating keeps the 
APACHE technical representative trained and 
skilled in order to give the customer the support 
necessary to keep the APACHE ready to fulfill 
its mission. 

Supply support 
McDonnell Douglas is establishing a supply 

support facility and warehouse at Ft. Hood with 
a mission to expedite the flow of major Une 
Replaceable Units (LA Us) to and from the us· 
ing activity. This facility will maintain an inven· 
tory of major components, selected hardware, and 
expendables. 

On-site supply support personnel will interface 
with using activities at Ft. Hood as well as with 
the APACHE Material Fielding Team, McDonnell 
Douglas Helicopter Company headquarters, and 
Red River Army Depots to ensure prompt 
response to resolve any supply support problems 
which may occur: 

Maintenance training 
To support Ihe FORSCOM fielding plan, Mc

Donnell Douglas' training department is con
ducting a series of maintenance refresher train
ing courses for each activating battalion and will 
provide training, under a separate contract, to the 
civilian contractor responsible for maintaining the 
APACHE fleel al Ft. Hood. 

Through March, the Army had accepted more 
than 75 APACHEs into the inventory. McDonnell 
Douglas Helicopter company's production line is 
now producing AH-64s at a rate of more than ten 
a month and will reach a production rate of 12 
a month by this July. 

The company is dedicated to assisting the Ar
my in assuring that the AH·64 fielding plan is a 
success. McDonnell Douglas is proud of its con· 
tinuing role as a key player in the militarylin· 
dust rial team which is providing the U.S. Army 
with the finest attack helicopter in the world.1I1l1 
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TAOS/PillS produclion 
al Marlin Marlella 

by J. Richard Cook 

M 
IONIGHT, Ft. Hood .. APACHE heli
copters hover over the barren land
scape at this sprawling Texas Army 

base. On a training mission, a co-pilot spots 
tank targets. In minutes, the targets are 
destroyed by APACHE-launched laser-seeking 
HELLFIRE missiles. 

The aircraft have carried out their mission 
using the world's most advanced helicopter 
night navigation and targeting system called 
the Target Acquisition Designation Sight and 
Pilot Night Vision Sensor (TAOS/PNVS). 

The heat-sensing eye penetrates darkness, 
prQviding U.S. helicopter forces with a night
fighting capabitity never before possible. 

Without TAOS/PNVS, APACHE's effective
ness at night would be impaired. Because of 
its importance, the system must be kept in top
flight condition in the field . The Army and its 
maintenance contractor keep TADS/PNVS in 
the air, and are supported by Martin Marietta 
Orlando Aerospace (MMOA), the system's 
contractor. 

Extensive support 
Martin Marietta's support extends from the 

field to the factory, Technical representatives 
at Ft. Rucker; Ft. Hood; Mesa, Ariz,; Ft. Eustis; 
and Ft. Gordon help aircraft repairmen keep 
equipment in top condition. 

Martin Marietta Field Repair Centers at Ent
erprise, Ala.; Killeen, Tex.; and Mesa, Ariz. fun
nel needed units to the flight line. Our com
pany's plant in Orlando, Fla. is the designated 
Army Depot and Central Inventory Site (CIS), 

J. Richard Cook serves as Vice President, Target Ac
quisition Designation Sight and Pilot Night Vision 
Sensor at Martin Marietta Orlando Aerospace. 
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stocking and repairing parts, monitoring field 
system requirements, and shifting spare hard
ware between locations to minimize aircraft 
downtime. 

There has been little aircraft downtime. After 
7,800 operating hours, the PNVS System MTBF 
was 224 hours against a 130 hour requirement. 
The TADS System MTBF was 67 hours versus 
a 63 hour requirement. 

Meeting MTBF objectives 
Jim Neal, a logistics engineer here at 

MMOA, indicates that "with the performance 
to date, meeting mature MTBF objectives is vir
tually certain." 

The system's high availability is due in part 
to a computerized asset-management system 
that permits Martin Marietta to respond the 
same day to requests for line-replaceable units 
(LRU) and subcomponents. 

Frank'Cardinale, our Field Support Chief for 
TAOS/PNVS, has a team that tracks 3,250 
LRUs installed on 125 aircraft. The status of 
this hardware is updated daily and kept on 
computer. Critical part numbers are tracked on 
a magnetic wall board that spans the length 
of a 20-100t long control room. 

Critical parts are routed quickly to the field 
by the Central Inventory Site (CIS) controlled 
by MMOA in Orlando. The supply depot, or 
CIS, stocks 7,200 different parts for the 
TADS/PNVS, surrogate trainer PNVS, and train
ing and ground-handling equipment. 

A computer system links the CIS with the 
MMOA repair centers, the Army program office, 
and Army flight lines. The real-time hookup 
allows the CIS to ship orders within 24 hours. 
The CIS center forwards incoming parts in 
need of repair to the Martin Marietta factory 
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or to the appropriate vendor or subcontractor. 
The CIS also prepares modification kits used at 
field repair centers to update hardware. 

"We're one of the first companies with an on
line parts depot linked directly to the Army's Pro
ject Management Office," according to Art Shey. 
chenko, our supply manager for TADS/PNVS. 

''The Army knows right away its assets avail
ability, without waiting weeks for paperwork to 
process through the system." 

Keeping track 
The CIS's inventory system tracks hardware by 

part and serial number. Numbers are logged in
to the computer system as hardware is sold to 
the government. The Martin Marietta CIS uses 
the data base to trace individual components to 
a particular aircraft. 

The computer system also keeps track of doz
ens of hardware modifications and configurations. 
The historical data is used to verify the compat
ability of spares with a given hardware design 
in the field. Chuck Messer, our Chief, Field Con
figuration Control, says the system makes it pass-
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ible to provision the right parts for the right aircraft. 
When a design change occurs, Martin Mari

etta issues installation procedures and modifica
tion kits to field repair centers. Pertinent informa
tion about each modification is logged into the 
computer. To prevent aircraft downtime, techni
cians at the repair centers modify spare parts 
when they are sent to the repair center for nor
mal maintenance. 

Martin Marietta has an excellent tracking sys
tem for controlling hardware in the field. The sys
tem tracks all serialized items (approximately 360 
items per system) in the field and in repair. 

Flight line assistance 
On the flight line at Ft. Rucker and Ft. Hood, 

Army mechanics replace most LRUs in 15 min
utes; however, Martin Marietta flight line person
nel are available to help troubleshoot hard-to-1ix 
items. Martin Marietta's flight line representatives 
help Army supply specialists obtain spare parts 
if none are currently in stock. Within 24 hours, 
a spare can be shipped from the factory or from 
one of the repair centers at Enterprise, Ala.; 
Killeen, Tex. or Mesa, Ariz. 

Dale Cox, who heads our TADS/PNVS prod
uct support reports that "We know where every 
spare LRU is at all times, and we can move them 
around quickly from location to location to keep 
aircraft flying. As a result, we maintain a very 
small spares pipeline. That saves the Army a lot 
of money because they don't have to keep a large 
quantity of spare parts at each location." 

A gradual Army takeover 
Eventually, Martin Marietta will transfer great

er responsibility to the Army for TADS/PNVS 
supply support and repair work. The Army de
pot at Martin Marietta's plant in Orlando will con
tinue to 1unction as long as required while our 
MOMA flight line technical representatives wilt 
continue to help keep the TADSlPNVS system 
operating properly. The number of company per
sonnel wilt gradually diminish as Army person
nel become more familiar with the system. 

Our primary objective in product support is-to 
keep the APACHE in the air so the Army can train 
its pilots and field the system at Ft. Hood. Our 
asset-management, Central Inventory Site, Fiel.d 
Repair Center, technical representatives, and sup
port personnel in the field are alt dedicated to that 
task. 11111 
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DE's 1700: Mission ready 
lor the Army's APACHE 

by Louis A. Bevilacqua 

PRODUCTION T700-GE-701s have accu
mulated more than 25,000 engine flight 
hours in U.S. Army APACHE Attack Heli

copters at Ft. Rucker, Ft. Eustis. and Ft. Hood. 
The ·701 engine, a growth derivative of General 
Electric's internationally respected TlOOICT7 tur
boshaft engine family, has demonstrated its value 
to the Army that was the guiding force behind 
the powerplant's development. 

In the areas of reliability and maintainability 
(R&M), the T700-GE-701 is exceeding all goals 
and has demonstrated exceptionally high avail
ability. The engine requires no adjustments, 
scheduled oil changes, or oil sampling, so routine 
flight line maintenance is very minimal. 

The development strategy 
The development strategy for the higher 

horsepower T7()()"GE-701 was premised on us
ing incremental increases in temperature and 
airflow for increased power while preserving as 
many of the parts and components of the prov
en, original design as feasible. 

Such an approach assured a new powerplant 
capable of providing mission-mandated features 
while minimizing development costs and attain
ing far earlier maturity than would otherwise have 
been feasible. This experience assures that, after 
the engine enters production, costs are lower, 
reftecting economies of scale and experience 
curve benefjts. 

Today, Army field experience with the General 
Electric T7OO-GE-701 aboard ~l1-<!ngine McDon
nell Douglas APACHEs is proving the wisdom of 
that approach. 

Louis A. Bevilacqua is Gene .. 1 Manager for the 1700 
projects Department of the A1rt:n1ft Engine Business 
Group of the Gene .. 1 Electric Company 
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The engine.is giving the aircraft the depend
able power that its missions require. The T7OO
GE-701 is producing 10% more shaft horsepower 
than the original T700 during intermediate rated 
power operation and 20% more poYIBr for single
engine contingency operation in hot ambient 
temperature and high-altitude environments. 

The T700-GE-701 utilizes much of the same 
hardware as the original T7OO-GE-700. The T700 
engine family has accumulated more than one 
million engine flight hours with the -700 also 
becoming the industry standard for reliability, 
maintainability, and cost superiority in in
termediate size helicopter engines. The high-time 
T700 engine now exceeds 4,400 engine flight 
hours. 

High volume production 
To date, General Electric has shipped more 

than 525 T700-GE-701s for production APACHE 
helicopters. Current plans call for the Army to pro
cure a minimum of 675 APACHE helicopters and 
1,500 T7OO-GE-701 engines, plus modules for the 
overall program. 

Since production began In 1979, General Elec
tric has manufactured more than 2,800 T700 
powerplants. Today, these engines power about 
925 aircraft operating on four continents in 13 
countries. By themselves, these production vol
umes 'MJuld be expected to and will provide scale 
economies. In the case of T700s for the U.S. mil
itary services, the Department of Defense (DOD) 
has also used multi-year procurement to drive 
down costs even further. 

Multi·year procurement 
The U.S. Department of Defense has award

ed General Electric a $272 million increment of 
a multi-year contract for T70D engines, spare 
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modules and other services. This award is the 
first phase of a three-year agreement which is 
expected to have a total value of approximately 
$850 million. 

The thr~year contract, the second multi-year 
award for the 1700 engine, calls for engine 
deliveries over the next four years to power four 
different helicopters for the Army and Navy. The 
latest multi-year contract will result in substan
tial savings to the Government from firm, fixed 
prices with reductions of about 5% per year in 
then year dollars. U.S government estimates peg 
savings at about $103 million compared to the 
same procurement decided on an annual basis. 
Such savings are roughly equivalent to the cost 
of 245 engines. 

A pledge to quality 
In pledging the wholehearted support of Gen

eral Electric's Aircraft Engine Business Group to 
DOD's second multi-year 1700 purchase, Robert 
C. Hawkins, Vice President and General Man
ager of General Electric's Lynn Aircraft Engine 
Product Operations, said, "We believe that the 
multi-year approach to procurement of 1700 en· 
gines continues to provide significant cost sav
ings to the Government, expansion of the in
dustrial base, expanded competitive procure
ment, and increased product base stability for 
improved planning with reduced fluctuations. We 
recognize this program as a major opportunity 
to continue the many past GE efforts toward 
achieving cost superiority for the 1700 engines. 
We have worked closely with our suppliers to 
maximize their commitment to the multi-year op
portunity." 

Success of the original 1700 and its derivatives 
has led to requests for still more powerful 1700s. 
General Electric is meeting these needs with the 
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• General Electric Aircraft EngIne Group's "Plant III" flex
ible machIning center In Lynn, Massachusetts 

same proven strategy it used in developing the 
1700-GE-701; growth engines will be "drop in" 
replacements for current production models. 

General Electric is presently working on a 
T700·GE·701C development program which of
fers a 13% power increase (contingency/SLS) 
and a 14% power increase (4K195°) with a max
imum ten minute rating over today's 
T700-GE-701 engine. This new derivative utilizes 
advanced compressor aerodynamics. an advanc
ed technology high pressure turbine design, im
proved materials, and enhanced cooling system 
techniques, and will be fully interchangeable with 
the T70O-GE-701 presently used in the Army's 
APACHE program. 

General Electric is also currently developing 
a growth engine, designated the CT7-6, which 
has nearly 20% more power than the 
T700-GE-701 engine. The CT7·6 is focused on 
European applications, but is fully interchange
able with today's APACHE engine. 

With additional compressor and turbine im
provements, the T700 has the potential for a 
derivative with a shaft horsepower increase of 
70% over the original design. 

"Tough and mission ready" 
General Electric's T700-GE-701 is delivering 

to the U.S. Army's APACHE program Ihe high 
standard of excellence that has made T700s the 
engine of choice for intermediate size helicopters 
around the world. Because of General Electric's 
growth 1700 development strategy, high produc
tion volumes, and DOD's use of multi-year pro
curement, the Army is receiving exceptionally 
high value from its T700·GE-701 engines. The 
-701 is built tough and mission ready. 11111 
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1986 AAAA National scholarship 
Award Winners 

The 1986 AAAA National SCholarshlp
$8,000 ($2,000 a year for four years) 
Mary G. Herrick, daughter Of COL Cur
tis L. Herrick, Chesterfield, MO. (AAAA 
)ntervlewer: COL Wayne W. Wright). 

Robert M. Lelch Memorla( Scholar
shlp-$4,000 ($1 ,000 year for four years) 
Rebecca L. Drake, daughter Of LTC Van 
T. Drake, Alamogordo, NM (2nd Teach
er's Report utilized) 

0_ Glenn GOodhand Memorial Scholar
shlp-$4,000 ($1 ,000 year for four years) 
Lisa M. Knudson, daughter of BG 
wayne Knudson, Annanda'e, VA (AAAA 
interviewer: MG FranciS J. Tonerl 

JOseph E. MCDonald Memorial SChOlar· 
shlp-$4,000 ($1 ,000 year for four years) 
Richard A. Erich, son of Richard W. 
Erich, Binghamton, NY (AAAA Interview
er: Rolland Qulckl 

William B. Bunker Memorial SchOlar· 
shlp-$4,000 ($1 ,000 year for four years 
to an Engineering School applicant) 
Jema Marie Gonzales, daughter of MG 
orlando E. Gonzales, Granite City, IL 
(NO AAAA interview; 2nd Teacher's Re
port used in lieu of the AAAA Interview) 

B_ Howard Dean Memorial Scholarship 
$2,000 ($1,000 a year for two years) 
(sponsored by the Monmouth Chapter 
and limited to the sons and daughters 
of Chapter members) Christine M. 
Stuppl, daughter of Charles Stuppl, 
Iselin, NJ (AAAA Interviewer: COL Da
vid S. Grleshopl. 

De(bert l. Bristol Memorial scholar· 
shlp-$2,000 ($1,000 a year for two 
years) Mark L. Watson, son of Clinton 
watson, Florissant, MO. (AAAA Interview
er: LTC James R. Hoefener, Ret.) 

Rudolph Kahl·Wlnter Memorial SChOl· 
arshlp-$2,000 ($1,000 a year for two 
years) paul L. Howe, son of CPT paul F. 
Howe, APO NY 09182 (AAAA Interview· 
ere MAJ Glen A. panning) 

Jane Phillips Memorial SCholarshlp-
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$2,000 ($1,000 a year for two years) 
Sheila L. Bonnett, daughter of COL Wil
liam B. Bonnett, Tacoma, WA (A second 
Teacher's Report utillzed.l 

The Monmouth Chapter Scho(arshlp
$2,000 ($1,000 a year for two years) 
(Sponsored by the Monmouth Chapter 
and limited to the sons and daughters 
of Chapter members) susan P. Duffy, 
daughter of John P. Duffy, colts Neck, 
NJ (AAAA interviewer: MAJ Stanley R. 
ChrzanowskI) 

washington, D_C_ Chapter Scholarship 
$2,000 ($1,000 a year for two yearsl 
(Sponsored by the washington, D.C. 
Chapter and limited to the sons and 
daughters of Chapter members) Allen 
P. Born, son of Cal Howard P. Born, 
Burke, Virginia (AAAA Interviewer: COL 
Pierre V_ Brunelle) 

Jack H. Dibrell Memorial Scholarship 
$1,000-Laura A. Schlicht, daughter of 
SFC Erwin W. Schlicht, Jr., Ft. campbell , 
KY (AAAA Interviewer: LTC Richard R. 
Walker) 

John C. Geary Memorial Scholarshlp
$1,000-Susan C. Baldwin, daughter of 
CW4 Franklin D. Baldwin, Ret., Troy, MO 
(AAAA Interviewer: LTC William L. Mc
Cabe) 

Billy R. Hawkins Memorial scholarship 
$1,000-William M. Brandt, son of MAJ 
WIlliam M. Brandt, Natchitoches, LA (A 
second Teacher's Report was used in lieu 
of the AAAA Interview) 

The Kenneth K_ Kelly Memorial SChol
arshIP-$1,000; (Sponsored by the Mon
mouth Chapter and limited to the sons 
and daughters of Chapter members) 
Jeanne Marie Burke, daughter of John 
J. Burke, Neptune, NJ (AAAA Interviewer: 
Leonard T. Donnelly) 

The Austin F. Epsaro Memorial Award 
$1 ,000-Ann Marie Griffiths, daughter 
OfThomas H. Grlffths, Conklin, NY (AAAA 
Interviewer: Clyde W. Kennedy) 
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AAAA SCHOLARSHIPS 
Since 1963 some 301 sons and 

daughters of AAAA members and 
deceased members have received 
$143,725 In direct scholarship aid and 
merit awards. over $40,000 was 
awarded In 1986 alone. 
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Next year, a number Of new sChOlar
ships will be added. The AUQust
september Issue Of "Army AviatIon" 
will contain an application form and 
further detailS regarding the 1987 
AAAA National SCholarships. 
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Awards and · Honors 
AWARDS 

AAAA CHAPTER-SELfCTIO "AVIATION 
SOLDIER I NCO OF THE MONTH" 

MAY 1986-
Aviation Center Chapter 
SGT Gary L. Pauley (NCO) 
SP4 Arnold W. Weir (Soldier) 
Hanau Chapter 
PFC Matthew T. Adle 
Taunus Chapter 
SSG Eloy Flgeroa 

HONORS 
U.S. ARMY AVIATION CENTER 

FT. RUCKER, ALABAMA 
* Distinguished Graduate 
+ Honor Graduate 

MAY 20, 1986 - Guest Speaker: COL 
Charles L. Webb, Deputy Commander 
kK Ad_ration, U.S. Amri Aero_ 
ical Center, Ft. Rucker, Alabama. 

Warrant Officer Senior Crs Class 86-2: 
CW4 Robert A. Heuber, (class leader). 

MAY 21, 1986 - Guest Speaker: BG 
Paul E. Funk, Asst. Commandant, U.S. 
Army Armor School, Ft. Knox, KY. 

Warrant Officer RW Aviator Class 8543: 
* 2lT Grant D. Smith; + 2lTs 
Scott A. Jacobsen; Ted E. Clemens; 
Douglas M. Holsworth; Christopher H. 
White. 

• TOPS IN CLASS - Guest speaker 
COL John J. Stanko, Jr. (Ret.), AAAA 
Secretary-Treasurer and Chief, Avia
tion Division of the NGB talks with Dis
tinguished Graduates at the USAAVNC 
at Ft. Rucker, AL. They are: (I-r) Air 
Force 2LT Tom Currie, Jr., 2LT James 
Edwards, and WOt Brian Robinson. 
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• AAAAUSAREURAWARDS-LTC 
Chris Sieving and CSM Robert M. 
Kanardy accept the AAAA USAREUR 
Region's Avlatfon Unit of the Year 
Award lor the 50151 Aviation Battalion, 
at the region 's annual Awards Banquet 
held March 22nd at the Abrams Hotel 
in Garmisch, Germany. 

Other unit awardees were: Aviation 
Support Unit of the Year: B Co, 70th 
Transportat ion Battalion (AVIM); and 
the HHD, 59th ATC Battalion, was 
awarded the AViation Detachment of 
the Year Award. 

Individual awardees were: Aviator of 

the Year: CW4 Charles L. PeHijohn, B 
Co, 1 st MI BaHallon; Aviation Soldier 
of the Year: SSG Kenneth G. Rich, 
503d Avlatfon Battalion; Aviation Safe
ty Award: CW4 Billy D. Neal, 70th 
Transportation Baltalion (AVIM); 
Spouse of the Year: Mrs. Anita Fowler, 
180th Aviation Company and Depart
ment of the Army Civilian of the Year: 
Juergen Welz, of the 70th Transporta
tion Battalion. 

This year's AAAA USAREUR con
vention, held In the city's Kongress
haus, was the 26th held in Europe and 
had the largest attendance to date. 

Command I Siall 
Major General Charles F. Drenz, as 
Commanding General, U.S. Army Test 
and Evaluation Command and Aberdeen 
Proving Ground, Maryland. 
Major General Charles E. Teeter, to 
Joint U. S. Military Assistance Group, 
Phillipines, APO S.F. 
Brigadier General John D. Robinson, as 
Deputy Commanding General, U.S. Ar
my TRAOOC Analysis Center, Ft.leaven
worth, Kansas. 
Brigadier General Richard E. Stephen
son, as Commanding General, U.S. Ar
my Aviation Systems Command, 51. 
louis, Missouri. 

Brigadier General William H. Forster, 
as Deputy Commanding General, U.S. 
Army AViation Systems Command, SI. 
Louis, Missouri. 
Colonel Willis R. Bunting, as School 
Secretary, U.S. Army Aviation Center, Ft. 
Rucker, Alabama. 
Colonel J. David Carothers, as TRADOC 
Aviation Officer, Hq, TRADOC, Ft. 
Monroe, Virginia. 
Colonel Terence M. Henry, as Chief of 
Staff, 2d Infantry Division, APO S.F. 
Colonel Jack L. Turecek, as Chief of 
Staff, 24th Infantry Division, Ft. Stewart, 
Georgia. 
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International 
Military Assistance: 
U.S. Army Aviation 
Is active In rurkey 
ANKARA, TURKEY - Greet
ings from the Republic of Tur
key, the easternmost member 
of the NAill alliance, and a 
land of rugged beauty and his
tory. We welcome this oppor
tunity to update the AAAA 
membership on the important 
role that Army Aviation is play
ing in this country so vital to 
world stability. 

In Turkey, Army Aviation pro
vides aircraH support to our 
missions by way of the C12 and 
UH-1H. These aircraft fly mis
sions of command and control, 
staff transport, cargo and occa
sionally the critical mission of 
medical evacuation. From the 
coasts of the Aegean and Black 
Seas to the rugged mountains 
of eastern Turkey, and the coast 
of the Mediterranean they meet 
the task. But the aircraft are on
ly part of the team; as always 
the key ingredient that ensures 
a safe, professional accomplish
ment of the mission is the crew. 

Izmir is the home for the 
LANDSOUTHEAST (LSE) Avia
tion Detachment, commanded 
by LTC Phillip Szymanowicz. 
Their mission is to provide sup
port to the NAlO Headquarters, 
(LANDSOUTHEAST and 6th 
ATAF) located in Izmir. The pi
lots, creYJChiefs, and operations 
personnel of LSE are among 
the most experienced aviation 
personnel in the Army today. 
With their many years of flight 
experience, both fixed and ro
tary, as well as their expertise 
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in the areas of standardization, 
safety, and maintenance they 
more than meet the challenge 
of flying in Turkey and its en
vironment. Army Aviation is well 
represented on the staff at the 
NATO Headquarters, where 
Senior and Master aviators are 
utilizing their experience and 
knowledge of aviation to assist 
in formulating and implemen
ting the plans and policies for 
the defense of NAm. 

On the coast of the Black 
Sea is where you'll find Sinop 
AAF, commanded by MAJ 
Hubert Gibson. The aviation 
personnel work long and hard 
hours in support of the IN
SCaM facility there. 

A Report 
by 
CW4 
Michael 
D. 
McDonald 

Though few in number (two 
commissioned officers, three 
Chief Warrant Officers, and 
seven enlisted personnel) mis
sion requirements are met with 
tireless dedication and profes
sionalism. Because of Sinop's 
remoteness and lack of com
mercial air service, the aviation 
section provides a lifeline, if 
you will, to the outside world 
through the transport of mail, 
essential parts, and personnel 
movements. 

Here in Ankara, the capital of 
Turkey, we have the HQ, JUSM
MAT (Joint United States Mili
tary Mission for Aid to Turkey). 

JUSMMAT personnel fly 
throughout Turkey to carry out 
their mission of assisting Turkey 
and also acting as the coor
dinators of US activities for 
EUCOM and the Department of 
Defense. On the staff are two 
Air Force, one Navy and one 
Army aviator who fly the C12 as 
an additional duty. 

One of the key programs in 
the modernization of the Turkish 
Armed Forces is the UH-1H Co
Assembly Program. Respon
sibility for this program is a 
challenge to the knowledge and 
experience of Major Ken Blase, 
the program manager. When 
he is able to take time Major 
Blase serves the additional du
ty as a C12 pilot. 

As Chief of the Aviation Divi
sion, and our only full-time Ar
my aviator, I'm responsible for 
all flight operations to include 
scheduling, safety, standardiza
tion, and maintenance COR. As 
the only Flight Examiner in the 
Ankara area, "m also respon
sible for evaluating not only 
JUSMMAT aviators, but those 
pilots assigned to the USDAO 
and TUSLOG as well. This is 
a unique position that utilizes 
the many years of fl1ght ex
perience, diversified assign
ments and the schooling that 
the AWO receives in his career. 

Turkey is an exciting and 
challenging assignment for the 
professional Army aviator. The 
mission we perform is real, it is 
vital, and it is self-re-yarding. 
Living in Turkey is much more 
than a duty, it is a privilege. 
- CW4 Michael Q McDonald 

Chief, Aviation Division 
HQ, JUSMMAT 
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L1ghllntanlry Combal 
AViation Brigade says: 
ITC OPFOR Bewarel 
FORT ORD, CALIF. - The 
Combat Aviation Brigade, 7th 
Infantry Division (Light). cele
brated its first birthday with a 
major training success. 

A task force organized 
around the 2nd Squadron 
(Reconnaissance), 10th Caval
ry, supported the Division's Se
cond Brigade during a deploy
ment to the National Training 
Center at Fort Irwin, California. 
Task Force Buffalo, named after 
the Squadron's emblem, was 
commanded by LTC Joseph J. 
Currin. The task force con
sisted of elements from all units 
in the Combat Aviation Brigade. 
In addition to learning how to 
live and fight in desert terrain, 
the soldiers of the task force 
also learned many valuable 
lessons about operating as 
members of a large combined 
arms team. 

Ground elements under CPT 
Mark B. Chakwin and air ele
ments commanded by CPT 
E.J. Sinclair provided highly ef
fective zone and route recon
naissance during the move
ment to contract. They screen
ed forward during the defensive 
phases of the exercise. 

MAJ John L. Otte, com
mander of the UH-60 company, 
kept all of his 15 aircraft flyable 
throughout the month-long de
ployment despite harsh desert 
conditions. His assault helicop
ters, the air cavalry troop, and 
an engineer platoon combined 
to successfully execute a NVG 
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Operations 
deep raid achieving total sur
prise and suffering no "losses." 
Not only was the OPFOR Reg
imental TOC attacked, but dur
ing movement to and from the 
objective an OPFOR armor unit 
as well as the OPFOR trains 
were located and destroyed. 

The deep rapid caused mas
sive confusion in the enemy 
rear area forcing the OPFOR 
commander to pull armor and 
infantry units from defensive 
positions. This eased the friend
ly light infantry battalion's pro
blem of attacking an OPFOR 
strong point. 

A Report 
by 
Colonel 
Jerry 
w. 
Childers 

Perhaps the most exciting 
moments came when the air 
cavalry troop, the attached at
tack helicopter company com
manded by CPT Kristopher L. 
Andrews, and Air Force A-10s 
worked together to surprise the 
OPFOR attackers "killing" 20 
armor vehicles at the "cost" of 
one helicopter. 

The task force aviation units. 
equipped with MILES laser 
weapons simulation systems. 
moved onto the desert floor 
under Night Vision Goggles. 
Our attack helicopters were in 
position hours before the OP
FOR began their attack. The 
light fighter aviators began en
gaging the enemy well forward 
and brought constant fire to 

bear on the enemy as he ap
proached the friendly engage
ment areas. At daybreak the 
A-10s joined the fight under 
CPT Sinclair's direction. The 
efforts of the task force were 
highly commended by the Na
tional Training Center staff as 
one of the best uses of aviation 
at NTC to date. 

The 710 (L) continues to pre
pare for its final Light Infantry 
Division certification exercise, 
Celtic Cross IV, which will take 
place in August, 1986. 

A major exercise involving up 
to 30,000 soldiers, Celtic Cross 
IV will be conducted at A. 
Hunter-Liggett and nearby 
Camp Roberts, California. The 
TRAOOC community will ob
serve all aspects of this division 
level force on force exercise to 
validate the design of the Light 
Division. 

The certification process has 
been ongoing for several 
months at infantry battalion and 
brigade level, which has re
quired almost continuous field 
duty for many Aviation Brigade 
soldiers. 

During Cellic Cross IV the 
Combat Aviation Brigade will be 
observed in great detail to de
termine if its organization, 
equipment and manning are 
correct. Upon completion of the 
exercise TRAOOC will adjust 
the design to fix noted short
falls. The final design will be us
ed to organize other divisions 
into the light Configuration. 

My next article will report on 
the outcome of Celtic Cross IV. 

-COL Jerry W Childers 
Cdr, Combat Avn Bde 
7lh Infantry Division (Ught) 
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The 3071h Inack 
Helicopler BanaUoo 
siudies banle lacllcs 
FT. ORD, CA - The 307th At
tack Helicopter Battalion is a 
recently re-activated unit in the 
7th Infantry Division, the Army's 
first UghhDivision. The Batta
lion is comprised of a Head
quarters and Service Company 
and three Attack Helicopter 
Companies, each consisting of 
seven AH·1's and four OH-S6's. 

The Battalion's mission as 
per FC 71-101 (Light tnfantry 
Division Operations), states: 

"The Attack Helicopter Bat
talion provides three flexible 
and lethal attack companies to 
destroy enemy formations and 
provide fire support to infantry 
units. Their long-range capabi
lities and responsiveness prov
ide the division commander 
with concentrated firepower 
when and where it is needed," 

The Light Division doctrine is 
semi..(jefined, still in an emer
gent stage. The major empha
sis has been placed on the 
Ught Division in a Low Intensi
ty Environment. 

Due to the lack of current 
aviation doctrine on the employ
ment of the AHack Helicopter 
BaHalion in a low intensity con
flict, training within the 307th 
AHB has been based on the 
following assumptions derived 
from attack helicopter opera
tions during the Vietnam era: 

1) Non-linear baHlefield. 
2) Enemy will not have radar 

guided anti-aircraft weapons. 
3) Enemy will have medium 

and heavy anti-aircraft machine 
guns, such as the 12.7 mm, 
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guns, such as the 12.7mm, 
14.5mm and 23mm. 

4) Enemy will have limited 
shoulder-fired surface-to-alr 
heat-seeking missiles, such as 
the SA-7. 

5) Most likely areas of opera
tion will be mountainous, heavi
ly vegetated, tropical, or a com
bination of all the above. 

6) Initially, we will have little 
if any close air support. 

7) We will have limited light 
field artillery support. 

In order to survive in this type 
of environment there are certain 
guidelines that scout and aHack 
helicopters should follow. The 
twelve cardinal rules as per FM 
1-40, Sept. 1971, have been 
revised and incorporated in our 
training doctrine. 

1) Avoid target overflight. 
2) Avoid flight in the "dead 

man's zone" (50-100 feet above 
ground level). 

3) Make a high reconnais
sance first. 

4) Avoid flying the 180 wing 
positions. 

5) Avoid flying parallel to ter
rain features. 

6) Always assume the area is 
hot. 

7) Do not fire until troops are 
positively identified as enemy 
troops. 
. 8) Avoid firing over the heads 

of friendly troops. 
9) Conserve ordnance and 

use it wisely .. 
10) Know the situation. 
11) Brief every member of 

your command. 
12) Take your time. 
It's envisioned that attack 

helicopters will perform three 
basic missions in the low inten
sity scenario: close air support, 

aerial escort, and reconnais
sance and security. 

These missions may occa
sionally be performed concur
rently. The attack helicopter 
commander or fire team leader 
must be prepared to perform 
anyone of these missions on 
short notice: 

The factors ultimately affec
ting the employment of attack 
helicopters are METl=f and the 
established (cardinal) rules. 
Also, development of Night Vis
ion Goggle tactics and the use 
of the Spectrolab Night Sun 
Device (IA), mounted on the 
OH-58, has greatly enhanced 
mission success and survivabil
ity and increased the capability 
to defeat the enemy at night. 

Local training has proven 
successful with the Scouts op
erating below 50 feet AGL and 
COBRAs at altitude. Diving fire 
greatly improves the accuracy 
of rocket and turret fire on en
emy locations. 

It's not always possible to 
follow the established rules pre
cisely; however, as with the fac
tors of ME'T'T-r, these rules must 
be weighed and then deviated 
from only when necessary to 
accomplish the mission. 

The 12 established rules are 
combat-proven guides that 
enhance mission success and 
increase survivability in the 
combat environment. 

Please contact us if you have 
questions, comments, and 
especially recommendations in
volving low intensity combat 
aviation experiences. 

- CPT Mark J. McKearn 
CWS Larry J. Carrillo 
HSC, 31J7fh AHB 
Ft. Ord, California 
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Procurement 
AVSCOM: Promoting 
greater competition 
In contract bidding 
ST. LOUIS, MO. - Major 
changes have occurred within 
the last three years in the way 
the Army Aviation Systems 
Command (AVSCOM) conducts 
its acquisition business. 

The AMC Spare Parts Re
view Initiatives (SPRINTs) fol
lowed by the Competition in 
Contracting Act (CICA) of t984 
(Public Law 98-369) are signifi
cant drivers of change. As of 1 
April 1985, we are required to 
provide for "full and open" 
competition among resJX)nsible 
offerors unless a statutory ex
ception permits other than com
petitive procurement. 

For the first time, noncom
petitive contracting without au
thority violates statute. We may 
not award a noncompetitive 
contract without technical, re
quirements, and contracting 
personnel certifying that the 
data supporting their noncom
petitive justification is accurate 
and complete and has obtain
ed approval from the Competi
tion Advocate locally and at 
higher levels in accordance 
with established dollar 
thresholds. 

The content of sale source 
justifications is more compre
hensive and detailed than ever 
before. It must provide sufficient 
detail to constitute a clear and 
convincing demonstration of the 
need to contract on other than 
a full and open competitive 
basis. But of more importance 
is the need to describe steps 
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being taken to achieve competi
tion in future acquisitions of the 
same or related supplies or ser
vices. This future commitment 
to move to competition is key. 

We must document our 
plans for developing competi
tion. This requires coordinated 
and in-depth advance acquisi
tion planning to ensure that 
future procurement actions do 
not fall victim to being inap
propriately executed as non
competitive contract re
quirements. There is no ques
tion that it is going to be more 
difficult but, more importantly, it 
will be more time consuming to 
justify and obtain approval for 
noncompetitive procurements. 

A 
Report 
by 
Annamaria 
Przygoda 

When these items are not 
improved for the next buy, time 
delays again witt appear in the 
requirements execution/contrac
ting cycle. This alone should be 
the management incentive to 
compete rather than justify. In 
order to avoid the noncom
petitive contracting and the an
nual acquisition delays, AVS
COM has placed increased 
emphasis on its breakout pro
gram. Obviously, breakout to 
competition reaps the benefits 
of lower prices, but the bottom 
line is that future procurements 
can be accomplished ex
peditiously with less money tied 

up in the acquisition pipeline, 
making more parts available for 
requisitions by the user. 

By tapping the market place 
through breakout actions, we 
open up our requirements re
sponsibility to industry. As might 
be expected from the exclusion 
of competitive parts from the 
screening process, items which 
have been broken out com
petitively experience shorter ad
ministrative leadtime (ALT). 
What is a surprise, from a sam
ple of parts moved from sole 
source to competition, is that 
these parts also experience 
shorter production leadtime 
(PLT). 

Tapping the market place 
saves in-house as well as pro
duction time, not just money. 
Saving delivery time between 
requirement identification and 
fielding can be a crucial factor 
in maintaining an excellent Ar
my Aviation readiness posture. 

If competition is critical to 
aviation acquisitioning, just 
what are the incentives AVS
COM uses to tap the market 
place? One such innovation is 
making every effort to reduce 
proprietary data and sale 
source design in the forefront of 
new development contracts and 
the initial Slackage of parts. If 
this cannot be avoided, as a 
minimum, the government will 
require an agreement that the 
government will control source 
deSign or proprietary data after 
an agreed upon timeframe. 

The contractor will also be re
quired to provide the actual 
vendor part numbers and 
manufacturer's code in lieu of 
(procurement-Cont. on Page 55) 
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Takiog the long view 
ot Satety In Army 
Aviation TOday ... 
FT. RUCKER. AL - To under
stand where we are in aviation 
safety today, we need to take a 
look at where we've been. 

For an historical view of Ar
my aviation safety, we go back 
to the year 1958 - the year we 
first began recording Armywide 
aircraft accident data. 

For every 100,000 hours flown 
in 1958, we had 54.3 major ac
cidents. It took a lot of years to 
get the rate down to 26 and a 
few more to get below 22. 

In 1980, the Army changed 
its accident classification criteria 
from major and minor acci
dents, incidents, forced land
ings, and precautionary land
ings to Class A, B, C, D, and E 
mishaps. This was done to put 
the Army in compliance with 
Department of Defense criteria 
for classifying mishaps and to 
provide a standard for valid 
comparison of Army mishap ex
perience with that of the other 
services. 

By 1982. the Class A acci
dent rate was reduced to 3.23. 
In FY 85, the rate was 3.0, and 
it was down to 2.65 for the first 
hall 01 FY 86. The Class A. B. 
and C rate at the end of the first 
hall was 9.22. 

The average cost of a Class 
A aircraft accident in FY 82 was 
just under a million dollars. By 
the end of FY 85, the cost had 
risen to one and three-quarter 
million dollars. Today, we are fly
ing aircraft that cost $5 million 
a copy, and with the sophisti 
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Salely 
cated APACHE coming on line, 
the cost of Army aircraft acci
dents will skyrocket. Every loss 
due 10 an aircraft accident direct
ly impacts total Army readiness. 

In October of this fiscal year, 
Gen. John A. Wickham, Jr., 
Army Chief of Staff, endorsed 
SafeArmy 1990, a five-year plan 
for improving Army safety per
formance, and directed that it 
be Implemented as the key
stone of a revitalized Army 
Safety Program. 

A Report 
by 
Colonel 
Albert 
E. 
Hervey 

SafeArmy 1990 establishes a 
five-percent reduction goal, 
based on FY 85, in Army air
craft accidents for FY 86 and 
each of the next four years. This 
means that the Army must 
reduce its Class A through C 
aircraft accidents to 107 by the 
end 01 1990. 

The five-percent reduction 
goal for FY 86 established a 
ceiling of no more than 136 ac
cidents for the year. 

The SaleArmy 1990 goal is 
for Class A through C accidents 
rather than Class A accidents 
alone. Class A through C acci
dent trends are a more valid 
measure of aviation safety per
formance since accident pre
vention programs are targeted 
at accident causes rather than 
damage classifications. The 
causes are generallly the same 

regardless of classification. 
The Army met its SafeArmy 

1990 five-percent reduction goal 
in aviation accidents during the 
first quarter of this year. The 
goal was narrowly missed the 
second quarter, primarily 
because of an increase in Class 
C accidents. The ceiling for se
cond quarter accidents was 35; 
actual accidents totaled 40. 
Cumulatively for the first half of 
FY 86, the Army was one one 
accident over its Class A 
through C SafeArmy 1990 ac
cident ceiling of 69. 

If we continue to meet our 
SafeArmy 1990 goal through 
fiscal 90, we will have the lO'NBst 
Class A through Crate-
4.6 - since 1975, when the rate 
was 7.1 . The first half's success 
is an indication it can be done. 
Credit for this success goes to 
all those in Army Aviation who 
have enthusiastically acepled 
the challenge 01 SafeArmy 1990 
and implemented positive 
prevention programs. 

With continued leadership in
volvement up and down the 
chain of command, I am confi
dent we can achieve our 
SafeArmy 1990 aviation safety 
goal. Certainly this will resulUn 
the saving of lives of aircrews 
and passengers and millions of 
dollars in equipment - and 
greatly increase the total com
bat readiness of the Army. 

As Gen. John Wickham has 
said, " If we're serious about 
readiness, we've got to be 
serious about safety." 

- COL AE. Hervey, J, 
Deputy Director of Army 
Safety & Commander, 
U.S. Army Safety Center 
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Corps of Engineers: 
Alrland Balllefieid 
Environment Program 
VICKSBURG, MS. - When 
someone mentions the Corps 
of Engineers people oonjure up 
visions of dams, new housing 
areas, or mine detection. An
other important function is its 
Army Staff responsibility for En
vironmental Sciences Research 
and Development activities. 
Under this hat the Corps is 
looking at hQVoJ the environment 
affects friendly and threat oper
ations through the Airland Bat
tlefield Environment (ALBE) pro
gram directed by the Directorate 
of Research and Development. 

Aviators probably have as 
much concern as anyone about 
the interaction between equip
ment, operations, and the en
vironment. The environment will 
determine how aviation fights. 
One of the ALBE program's 
goals is to develop Tactical 
Decision Aids (TOA's) that will 
assist the battlefield com
mander in employing his 
weapon systems and opera
tional concepts to maximize 
their capabilities in light of en
vironmental factors. A second 
program goal is to provide the 
R&D community with a capa
bility to assess, through mod
eling and simulation, environ
mental effects on developmen
tal systems and operations. 

The ALBE program is devel
oping decision aids within five 
general categories; Ground 
Mobility, Countermobility, NBC, 
Weapon System performance, 
and Army Aviation. Within 
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RID 
Weapon System Performance 
the affects of terrain , the at
mosphere, and natural and 
manmade obscurants on the 
effectiveness of infrared and 
millimeter wave sighting sys
tems and target designators is 
considered. Under given en
vironmental conditions, a TDA 
in this category will provide in
formation on the optimum alti
tude from which to fire and 
whether to lock-on before or 
after missile launch to achieve 
the greatest probability of a hit. 

A Report 
by 
Major 
Robert 
p. 
Petersen 

Similar information can also 
be determined for threat sys
tems. Having the effectiveness 
of his opponent's systems 
under specified environmental 
conditions readily available will 
let the commander know how 
close he can get to a target 
without himself being acquired 
as a target. This also has ap
plicability in the R&D environ
ment as we test our develop
mental concepts and systems 
against threat capabilities. 

One component of the Army 
Aviation category that has al
ready assisted the R&D com
munity is the Helicopter Mission 
SUlvivability (HELMS) model. 
This helicopter survivability 
model was used as input for 
the LHX Trade-Off Analysis 
(lUA). The model simulates a 

helicopter flying a specified 
route under low-level, contour, 
or nap-of-earth flight conditions 
using the specific helicopter 
flight dynamics with a given 
threat weapon system laydown. 
Among the many outputs pro
vided is the number of VYe8pOns 
acquiring the aircraft at any one 
time, the length of time of ac
quisition, and the instances 
where time was sufficient for the 
weapon to lock-on and fire. 

While this ALBE product has 
played one role already, it is 
easy to see possible exten
sions. In the R&D process, the 
effectiveness of aerial weapons 
systems at acquiring targets 
could be examined as could the 
effectiveness of friendly air de
fense against threat helicopters. 
Field commanders could rapid
ly evaluate flight routes to deep 
battle targets given threat weap
on laydown. At several million 
dollars a copy, helicopter sUlViv
ability becomes a big issue! 

Now that Army Aviation is 
established as a maneuver ele
ment, aviation commanders will 
also need to consider factors af
fecting the ground-based 
components of their task forces. 
Therefore consideration must 
be given ground mobility, coun
termobility, and NBC in the 
decision-making process. In all 
these areas, the Corps of Eng
ineers is trying to make that pro
cess more efficient and take 
maximum advantage of the en
vironment as a combat multi
plier in the fight against a nu
merically superior threat force. 

-MAl Robert P. Petersen 
ALBE R&D Coordinator 
USA Corps of Engineers 
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Training (COnllnUed) 
However, in terms of timing and the absolute 
impact of failure, other training techniques are 
considerably more cost effective and desirable. 

The AH·64 APACHE Combat Mission Sim
ulator (eMS) provides just such a cost effec
tive and desirable training alternative, while 
maintaining the high level of stress and 
workload associated with combat 

As you can see, it's a full 14 weeks of train
ing with no slack time, and in this period, we 
produce the best attack pilots in the world. The 
course is open to student critiques and sug
gestions from the school 's IP/SIPs. 

With Ft. Hood fielding attack helicopter bat
talions, the feedback from this post will help 
to improve the institutional training base. 

That leads us to the last subject: the " B" 
model AH-64. The Army is currently working 
on an Organization and Operation Plan (0&0), 
Ius a Required Operational Capability (ROC) 
document. The "B" model would incorporate 
technology advances, such as an integrated 
cockpit (glass cockpit) and an air-to-air missile 
system. 

We ' ll close with a quote made by General 
Edward C. Meyer, former Chief of Staff, U.S. 
Army. At an April , 1986 Aviation Ball at Ft. 
Rucker, he stated, "If I had to do it again I 
would do it as an attack pilot and never let 
anyone get me out of the business." 11111 

Procurement (Conlinued) 
his own part number. This will eliminate many 
parts from entering the Army inventory in a sole 
source posture. For older systems another 
AVSCOM ongoing effort is the "22 cent solu
tion", or as we know it, the Postage Stamp Per
suasion Program (PSP). Under this effort, 
challenges are made to industry in the form of 
a simple request by letter to contractors, asking 
them to remove questionable proprietary legends 
from technical drawings in hopes of creating a 
favorable breakout posture. We hope and expect 
industry to cooperate in our supply system need 
to tap the market place by providing relief and 
support to us now after many years of sole 
source awards. It is time to break free the glut 
of sole source dollars and spread competitive 
dollars to an expanded industrial base. 
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Competition is the law. It may be a govern
ment applicable statute, but we like to say it's 
the "Law of the Land". Why? Because the 
government cannot embrace the long range ef
fect of competition without the complete support 
and cooperation of industry. Competition is 
equally applicable to industry as it is to the 
government if they desire to maintain the govern
ment business base. Its intent is to spread our 
business over a larger industrial base and reap 
the benefits of dollar savings. That unspent por
tion of "the pot" , saved by letting the market 
place determine the prices, will allow us to buy 
more parts that are presently unfunded in our 
budgets. Readiness will thrive under the improv
ed acquisition cycle processing time as well as 
benefit from the lower prices ensured by the 
market place. The law and our AMC/AVSCOM 
efforts will expand our industrial base and 
establish a system of checks and balances to 
ensure the continued improvement to the 
management of public funds. 

- Annamaria Przygoda, Opns Research 
Analyst, Competition Advocacy & 
Spares Management Office 

Maintenance Test Flight Evaluators 
The first Worldwide Maintenance Test 

Flight Evaluator Seminar was hosted by the 
U.S. Army Aviation LogistiCS School on 21-25 
April. It provided 101 maintenance test pilots 
and aviation logisiticians (from every major 
Army command including Europe, Hawaii , 
Panama, Korea, and Alaska) with the most 
up-to-date information available concerning 
test flight manuals, test flight procedures, and 
the aircraft they operate. The Army's flight 
standardization program, designed to aSSist 
commanders at all levels to improve unit 
readiness, aviation safety and profession
alism through the use of standardization pro
cedures and techniques, was a major focus. 

Joseph P. Cribbins, from ODCSLOG, em· 
phasized the role of aviation logisticians in 
supporting the Army's Aviation Moderniza· 
tion Program, while MG Ellis D. Parker, CG 
USMNVC, described the blueprint for Army 
Aviation in the future, emerging technology, 
and the importance of innovation, profes
sionalism, and aviation safety. 
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A MICROCOSM 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2) 

terdependencies that exist between Army Avia
tion and other key elements of the force readiness 
equation. 

Let me briefly reiterate some of these key 
linkages, as they must exist betw"een and among 
Army Aviation, ground forces, modernized sys
tems, quality people, and those who support 
these programs. 

First, the requirements of Airlland Battle Doc
trine make Army Aviation more than just a "part
ner" on the Combined Arms team. Rather, Ar
my Aviation has become a crucial - indeed, an 
indispensable element in the Army's ability to go 
to war as part of a joint force to execute the Airl 
land Battle. 

Without going into a heavy doctrinal treatment, 
I would simply remind you that Air/land Battle 
Doctrine - which also happens to be the closest 
thing we have to joint doctrine today - envisions 
enormously complex, potentially high risk opera
tions executed at high operational tempos on an 
increasingly non-linear battlefield. 

Careful synchronization 
The joint force commander's capability to ex

ecute Air/land Battle hinges on thoroughly train
ed, properly equipped, carefully synchronized, 
skillfully led service components-Army, Air 
Force, and-yes, Navy forces,- that can adhere 
to and exploit the tenets of initiative, depth, agili
ty, and synchronization. I suggest to you that it 
is not possible to see deep, attack deep, and 
achieve the high intensity of repeated operations 
demanded upon the modern battlefield without 
the special capabilities of Army Aviation. 

Within the heavy corps, Air Cavalry units, be
cause of their greater mobility, can perform re
connaissance and security missions over larger 
areas In shorter periods of time than can ground 
troops. Attack helicopter units are essential to 
provide quick reaction anti-armor firepower and 
to act as maneuver units in their own right. on 
both offense and defense. 

Combat support aviation units provide a rapid, 
mobile air assault capability and critical combat 
service support to move artillery and supplies to 
forward areas on short notice. In other words, for 
the heavy corps, the firepcMl9r, battlefield mobility, 
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and combat lift capability of Army Aviation are in
tegral, essential parts of the combined arms and 
joint operation. 

In the light corps, the importance of these Ar
my Aviation functions is magnified manyfold, as 
a means of compensation for the relative light
ness, lack of other battlefield mobility, and aus
terity of both firepower and sustainment of the 
ground forces. In short, the successful integra
tion of Army Aviation with ground forces is as vital 
to the maneuver force commander's capabilities 
as is the broader requirement for synchroniza
tion of service component capabilities in the op
erations of the joint force commander. 

Another important linkage, in the ability of Ar
my Aviation to respond to the requirements of 
AirRand Battle, is that it depends heavily on mod
ernized systems and skilled, dedicated people. 
In regard to people - the officers, warrant of
ficers, soldiers, and civitians who make up the 
aviation community - the issue of their current 
skill and dedication is not in doubt. 

Let's face it: high quality, dedicated personnel 
are essential in an activity where the margin for 
error is small and the consequences of failure 
are immediate and often fatal - even in peace
time. I can think of no finer examples of what 
aviation personnel can be than the individual and 
unit award winners recognized here yesterday 
and this evening. 

Materiel modernization 
The other part of the Army Aviation equation 

involves modemization. Your convention displays 
and discussions these last three days have high
lighted the key materiel aspects of the moderni
zation and expansion program for Army Aviation, 
involving both the redesign of aviation unit struc
ture and technological improvements of aircraft 
systems, such as AHIp, CH47D, APACHE, and 
BLACK HAWK. 

It is clear, on the one hand, that these moder
nization initiatives involve big bucks. It is also 
clear, on the other, that these modernization in
itiatives are absolutely vital. Not only for providing 
combined arms and joint forces with increased 
firepower, mobility, and lift, but also for improv
ed command and control, maintainability, and de
playability. If the program for expansion and mod
ernization of Army Aviation is permitted to con
tinue essentially on track, without system kills or 
stretch-outs, the ability of aviation to carry out its 
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extensive modern battlefield functions will be 
greatly enhanced. 

But the enormous resources required for 
modernization, and the professional incentives 
necessary to retain high quality people, will in
creasingly pose a problem in the era of Gramm
Rudman-Hollings. 

That leads me to a third and final linkage that 
I want to mention tonight. The timely, efficient pro
curement of modernized equipment and the 
retention of high-quality aviation personnel de
pend totally on direct and continuous support for 
the aviation program, inside and outside the Ar
my. Internally, the Army must create and sustain 
the kind of environment that not only attracts 
talented individuals to the ranks of Army Avia
tion, but also continues to meld together the com
ponents of the active, Guard, and Reserve Forces 
into a truly total Army Aviation force. 

From what I have been able to see, to date, 
the Aviation branch has performed credibly in its 
relatively new role as a proponent for aviation. 

Industry support 
Beyond this essential internal climate, hov;ever, 

is the necessity for tt:e kind of external support 
provided by such organizations as the AAAA and 
the aerospace industries represented here this 
evening. I must say that few branches of the Ar
my enjoy the degree of understanding and sup
port from industry that Army Aviation receives 
from you through this association, I wish the 
American public could be made to understand 
that such an association is not only good for this 
country economically, but absolutely essential if 
we are to achieve any sort of real industrial 
preparedness for mobilization. 

Finally, in this era of great public concern and 
congressional debate over defense spending and 
budget deficits. the external support most essen
tial is that of the Congress in ·providing resources 
to fund the President's program, not just for Avia
tion, but for a modernized, ready defense posture 
across-the-board. . 

Now I know that, in the course of this conven
tion, you have already considered the potential 
impacts of budget and program cuts, and this is 
not the time nor the place to extend that line of 
dialogue. But I will leave you my view of what 
must be done, in any case - by you, by me, by 
all of us - to sustain the momentum of Army 
Aviation development and improvement. 
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Army 
and among the services. This is a way - an 
achievable, effective way - to actually get more 
"bang" from increasingly limited defense bucks. 
The Army must continue to take the lead in this 
efforts - it has the most to gain or lose from suc
cess or failure in the push for "greater jointness:' 

Our most precious resource 
Finally. we must work incessantly and with a 

sense of conviction to maintain the high quality 
of the Army's and Army Aviation's most precious 
resources - its people. Through training , 
through teaching, through leading, and through 
caring for our people. each and every one of us, 
military and civilian, must enable our soldiers and 
their families to realize their fullest potential -
to truly be all they can be. 

With high quality people. almost anything that 
is necessary can be done. Without enough good 
people, very little can be done. either to preserve 
the Army's near term readiness, or to build to
wards long term improvements in its capabilities. 

I am personally confident that. in the end, the 
Army and the Congress will pursue a course of 
wisdom in regard to Army Aviation. 

I see a great future for Army Aviation , and the 
AAAA can - as it always has - playa key role 
in gaining and maintaining the internal and ex
ternal support so essential for Army Aviation and 
the Army to stay the course. 

Let me close by thanking you for permitting 
Jane and me to share in your festivities -
festivities, incidentally. that are worthy of the finest 
traditions of aviators. Thank you very much for 
a grand evening. 11111 
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P.O. Box 59 
APO NY 09669 

TESSINO, Nichol .. J. 
1118 B Thompson Circle 
Fort Eustis, VA 236()04 

WORSHAM, Mlch •• 1 H. 
P.O. Box 774891 
Elgie River, AI( 99577 

1st Lieutenants 
BARTEL. Rlchl rd C. 

233 Weeks Drive 
Enterprise. AL 35330 

BIOVIN, Benl ley 
939 Riverside Or., H·53 
Clarksvil!o. TN ~O 

BUKARTEK, John V. 
5800 Milg.,n Road, .54 
Columbus, GA 31907 

BULLINGER, Jam .. R. 
207 Heritage Blvd. 
Enterprise. AL 36330 

GREEN, Jesse L. 
1801 Galaxy 
Killeen. TX 76543 

GREENWELL, Jim" C. 
1441 A Wernel Park 

H:~L~~~g~~~I~~2223 
505 Briarwood Or., Apt. 88 
Enterprise. AL 38330 

HELLER, John J. 
3262 Taylor Road 
Carmel, CA 93923 

Old yOU send In a Change 01 address? 



r,-----LADD AGENCY, INC . 

• 

1 CRESTWOOD ROAD, WESTPORT I CT 06880 

Gentlemen: 

• 

Please forward me the pertinent details allbe AAAA.endorwd night pay I 
SUratICI coverage. 

o I am on flying status wIItI <I U.S. Amry unit. 0 AIM member. 

I 0 I am a IlUdent pilot II1\CJeroOlng Amty night tr1lninll· 

NAME 

STATE D' Ii' _______ • 



1st Lieutenants 
HOLT, Roger B. 

700 Miller AWinue 

K:tl~~I~~~e, ~~,26304 
602 Grand~lne Avenue 
Enler1Frise. AL 36330 

L~E~ 1~\~~HG:K~ryI89 
APO NY 09165 

LENT, Dlvld 
3806 Malec Circle 
Sarasota, fL 33583 

PHILLIPS, G, Dexter 
Box 171, 25111 Avn Co 
APO NY 09061 

SOLANO, frank 
1691h GSAC 
APO NY 09165 

2d Lieutenants 
ARTERBURN, Devld R. 

113 A Mennila Roao:! 

cA7¥2r~~,gc~rjo~2l70 
200 E. Patllson 
Kenlan. OH 43326 

COLLINS, Gregory C. 
3611·37111 Avenue, NE, N311 
Mlnneapoii., MN 56421 

Dlt;c;"rf' .fa':'rr.O
ry e. 

fori Ruck", AL 38362 
EDWARDS, Jemel A. 

8115 Fitzgibbon Drive 
Columbia, SC 29209 

HIRSCH, Mark 
222-f Healher Ridge Drive 
fal:et!eville. NC 26301 

LAHNSJ.'8~ho~~~. S. 

APO NY 09185 
MARTIN, Jeffra~ G. 

10V Chesnul Stree! , 16 

M:~·J!'~\'l,~~~.~~';T.3 
775 Ocean View Blvd 
Pacilic Grove. CA 93950 

NEWELL, Pela, L. 
412 Delores Drive 
Savannah, GA 3\406 

OGLE, Jack 
8750 E. Monterey Way 
Scottsdale, AZ 85251 

QUACKENBUSH, Robert B. 
A Co, 13th AHB 
APO NY 09182 

SANHUE2A, Hugo S. 
P.O. Be»; 331 
fori Rucker, AL 36382 

TRACY, Mark A. 
R17, Box 78 
Ozark. AL 38360 

WATERS, Gragory O. 
1830 Annet! St, Apt. 4 
Boise. 10 83105 

WILLIAMS, Oevld E. 
Be»; no. A co. 3 AHB 
APO NY 09182 

CW4's 
CLARK, Wlll1lm J. 

11980 Homeguard Orlva 

GI'f~~~d~~b~~ ~.192 
RI I, 102 Harrison Oliva 
Daleville. AL 36322 

KELLAWAY, Willi am C. 
HHC. 'Ih Avn Bde 
APO NY 09165 

MANNiNG. Michel E. 

l~'r!:.aC~~~~7nu. 
MIYAGAWA, K.nlchl 

Co C. 2nd Avn Bn 
APO SF 96224 

MOONEY, Jamal A. 

~~~o~ld G:;"~~~!~~I ~:~57 

CW3's 
CARTER, Theodora G. 

13210 JaUerson Avn, No14 

fl~~:e~~~~fI~y 'It. 3:602 

10409 SwlU ford Road 
Hernoon, KY 42236 

GALWP, Richard A, 
3605 Tellwood Courl 
Virginia B.ach, VA 23456 

KEITH, Donlld B. 
HC 79 Be»; lQ4.B 
leesville. LA 71446 

POLLARD, Larry E. 
P.O. Box 164 

s;6aEn~Ik~~,~~~!, 
Co C, 503(1 AHB 
APO NY 09165 

STANLEY Richard E. 
Iveo Naediepoinl Drive 
Florlsnnl , MO 63033 

TEDFORD, Jon C. 
293SA Summerall Circle 
Fort Euslis, VA 23604 

CW2's 
CANTRELL, MIchael O. 

5577·2 Celler Slreel 
fori Hood, TX 76544 

COLLEY, Buddy 
3311 Forest Hilts 
Killeen. TX 76542 

fORSHEE, Todd C. 
C Co, 308lh AHB 
APO NY 09165 

HARFORD, Jeffrey A. 
Roule I, Box 801 
Enterprin, AL 36330 

H~~!eJ;~ao~'206 
Daleville. AL 36322 

LATIMER, Francia E. 
Rd 2, Bullvllle Road, Box 475 
Montgomery, NY 12549 

SAMSOE, Willer W. 
5D7 Euton Stree! 
Aonkonkome, NY 11779 

STEWART, Kevin E. 
32 Kirby Street 
fori Aucker, AL 36362 

W~~~t~MGSSA~~~~~ gde 
APO NY 09111 

W01's 
ALBERICH, Michael M. 

2012 Wandl 

Bf~:W."~,!,~' I.X 76522 
B Co. 6th CAB 
APO NY 09185 

BINNING, Gerald D. 
1429 B Warner Park 
f Ori Campbell, KY 42223 

BOLAND, Kirk W. 
PD. Box 908 
PIW Creek, NC 28130 

ELLIS, Danle' R. 
P:O. Be»; 5184 
fori Hood, TX 76544 

HUTCHESON, Bruce D. 
A Co. 6th AHB 
APO NY 09185 

OLSON, Mlch.el D. 
2101 U.S. Granl Drive 
Killeen, TX 76543 

P~~~I~ABMSI~:!( ~. 
w~M~~S:M~~ r387 

1613 NOIIII Main 
Copperas Cove, TX 76522 

WHEELER, Shlun W. 
3150 0'0 Blaneo Drive 
Coiorido Springs, CO 60917 

WITTGES, Charlla E. 
F Trp, 2nd Cn, No. 216 
APO NY 09092 

Paue 60 - NOI recelvlnu your Issues? 

WOC's 
ALBRECHT, Jeffery L. 

311·A N. Dove Lana 

cJ~rs~r~~~r1.' TX 76522 
124 NW 35111 Street 
Lewlon. OK 73505 

GALBRAITH, Gary C. 
1001 Twin Creek Or., ApI . 1102 
Killeen. TX 76541 

2UPPAN, Mert ln S. 
6&05 Willow SPfing ' Or. 
Lawlon. OK 73505 

Enlisted 
B~Wf~it~'C':(S/~J~,GBOX 399 

APO NY 09146 
COLWELL, Roberl MSG 

AI 2, Box 13 
Damascus, AR 72039 

COOPER, Kevin C. E5 
l7'91h Avn Co 
fori Carlon, CO 80913 

FACKLER, MerYln E. SSG 
At I, Box 400 Lot 24 

G~~~~ ~~leA~~/:~9D 
17 Cottage Lane 
Newporl News, VA 23603 

HARRIS, Jsmes M. SSG 
79031 Bowie Loop 
FOri Hood. TX 76544 

HENSLEY, Wendell SP5 
425 E. CiL/penler Drive 
New Callisle. OH ~5344 

HOLLAND, Nathanl.1 S. SFC 

19~~ :~C9~;5~WO) 
STORY, Robelt MSG 

~~~b~~I~~eA~~~~2 
WHEELOC:?' Raymond H, SSG 

Hq Co, USAAVNDTA 
Fort Rucker. AL 38382 

WtLLlAMS, Mark A. SP4 
Post Localor 
Fort Ord, CA 93941 

W~~~:S6r~~~;;'i~:'b,Url 
Columbus, GA 31907 

Civilian 
BARTOS, JOleph S. 

P.O. BOlt 103 
Cumberland, VA 2304D 

BROOKS, Terry P. 
12 Vinage Circle 
Te~arkane. T)( 75501 

BROWN, William P./MeD Hcptr 
500D East McDonnell , FC3 
Meta. AZ 85205 

BUMPAS, KentlOlnlela MIg. 
11360 Palm Dr, Ste A 

cg:~~rJo~~ W,'rlngs, CA 92240 

5522 Mossvace Circle 
Huntinglon Beach, CA 92649 

DEICHLER, Edwlrd 
86 Wore Road 
Mellimack, NH 03054 

DOMINICK, Floyd L. 
4716 WII$\. Avanue, L·2 
Quartz Hill. CA 93536 

DUMAS, Thesola 
1000 Allen Straal 
Madison, IL 62080 

OWORZAK, Willi. A.lE·Sy8lIm, 
I Willon Avenue 
Oakhurst. NJ 07755 

HALL, Alan R.{Garrett Alre .. aret! 
130 Lombardy Lan. 
Orinda, CA 94563 

''lAYES, Lisa M. 
Dna Indepandanee Place, U09 

H::~~~~~~sr:v~~'~ 
1008 10th Slreet, No 341 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Civilian 
HOMAS, Mlch •• 1 W. 

229 W. Sian ford Avenul 
GlIlJ(lrt. AZ 8'234 

KERN, Oanl,1 A. 

~~.OE~~,c;.offbri;~;~ Or. 
KNOUS, KIrk/18M Nil" Mktg. 

10195 Cresent Hill Lane 
RD$W8II, GA 30078 

KOVACS, Richerd M. 
Hq USAMC Europe, Box 331 
APO NY 09333 

LEWIS, Rlehird e./ITT SPICI 
500 Washington Avenue 
NuUoy, NJ 07110 

LORDI, Glolia/Ellon AIL 
1500 Wilson 81...0. St. 400 

LO~~~t~17ert :m09 
Roule 1. 80x 168 

RA~;¥i:~~O~I~:6TJMCD-DgII 
n!~: ~~o~ 5005 

SILL, Brl ln E. 
Rd 2, Bo~ 410, Cellin Ad. 
Conklin, NY 13748 

SINGLEY, Geo. T. III 

~Ir~!h~,!r,:~~~~ ~~;19 
SlUTH, Jerry R. 

~h~,:;:~.·c;~10 
SUMMERS, Terry R. 

2017 Hidden Lake 
TI~lU:,~h1~1I, TX 78412 

AO 4, Oakhlll Road, BOK 21·,1,1 

VAB~~~h':~6"e'lc.NJ~~~9J.}Grlm 
P.O. Box fIT 
Madlard, NJ 08055 

VARNER, Vei/MeD 0,,1. Hcptr 
5000 E. MeOO<1neli ROld 
Men, AZ 85208 

WALKER, Robart W.ISande<s 
3311 BobWall~ Ave W, St 103 
Huntsville, At 35805 

Retired 
B~~~~~!OR Robert A. CQL 

APO NY D9D3B 
BURCH, Alvin F. LTC 

2713 N.W. 09/lV111 
l.aw1on. OK 73505 

DAYWOOD, WlllIlm G. 
43D8 Zuni om. 
Austin. T)( 78759 

FURNEY, Roben M. COL 
369 Ughthouse Avenlill 
Paclllc Grow, CA 93950 

HOWZE, HamIlton H. GEM 
37510 ShB~lno orlYe. E-3 
Gunnison. CO 81230 

JOYCE, Wamtn C. LTC 
213 Bridgewalol Drive 
Newport Naws, VA 23600 

KOSLOW, Nonnln 
5701 Sun Lake Drive 
St. Ch~os. 1.40 63301 

LAUCK£R, Laurenc. LTC 

~~ir~r~~OiId 
LEMIN2. Joe A. MAJ 

377 De Siluor DrIve 
Newport NOWI, VA 23602 

LILLEY, "-tOn L. Jr. MG 
6!l63 ZoyaII Courl 
Alexandrll. VA 22312 

MERTEL, t<.nnelh D. COL 

~:~I~~A~' Mertel) 
SHAVER, Thom .. J. LTC 

HHC 54lh ASG, Box 118 
APO NY 09'712 

WOLIVER, Clarenc' H. COL 
319 Clevellno:! Courl 
San Antonio, TX 78209 

Old yOU sBnd In a change 01 address? 



What will their life look like 
when you're out of the picture? 

Without you , your f.uniJy's life will change 
instantly in countJess ways. Because no one 
can give them what you yourself can. That's 
why the Anuy Mutual Aid Association is 
uniquely valuable. We have an intimate 
understanding of your needs and those of 
yOUI' family. 

We know the importance of prompt 
response. For over 100 years we've stepped 
in during the hour of need - not days or 
weeks later. 

We also understand your desire to prepare 
for the future as quickly and efficiently a'i 

possible. So we've streamlined the 

procedure for your joining the Army Mutual 
Aid Association and obtaining the services 
you need. 

Simply call us roU-free at 800/ 336-4538 
(703/ 522-3060 in Virginia). 

Or drop us a line today at OUf address. 
We'll be happy to fill you in on the details. 

Army Mutual Aid 
Association 
Fort Myer Virginia 22211 
Serving the Anlly Since 1879 
Semo8 the Air Force, too! 



Briefs 
New Chapter Officers: The 
Mt. Rainier 1Ft. Lewis) Chap
ter elected the fOllOwing as 
new '86-'88 officers: COL Dean 
M. Owen (Pres)· . COL Tommy 
C. stiner (srvP), CPT Gerald C. 
Howard meal, CW4 Charles J, 
Bos IVP, Progl, CW2 Robert C, 
Hunter CVP, Publl, LTC William 
B. Penzel CVP, ActlvJ, and MAJ 
Pete Pettier (VP, Res Aft), 

New AAAA officers at the PI. 
Bragg Chapter Include COL 
Harold E. culley. Jr. (Pres)·, 
(Sr-VP to be electt!dl, CPT Marl< 
W, Hayes (secl, CPT Michael L 
Bell rrreal, CPT Michael C, 
Flowers (VP, Membl, and CPT 
Tommy L Marks (VP, progl. 
"'New members of the AAAA 
National EXecutive Board. 

Me IIlls D. 
parker, a 
featured 
speaker at 
the 1986 
Electronics 
symposium 
at Asbury 
Park, NJ 
(see r1ghtl 

Support 
curing the MaY-August per

Iod of each membership year 
AAAA Chapter activities "back 
and fill " by electing new of· 
flcers to flll the vacancies In 
their staggered·term slates. 

These elections are conduct· 
ed at membership meetingS, 
or by mall ballots dissemina
ted bV the NatIonal OffIce. In 
the latter Instance, Chapters 
should know that due to the 
huge Ass'n-wlcle postage costs 
that would ensue, the Ass'n 
cannot Provide mall ballots If 
a "Single slate" Is presented to 
the membership. 

These ·'one candidate" Slates 
are not a true "contest", and 
do not reQuIre a formal ballot, 
An election by voice vote 
should be conducted at the 
next membership meeting. 

62 ARMY AVIATION 

AAAA Overview 
•• Dates c .... nge fOr the 'lI6 AAAA·ASE symposium 

The Fourtn Annual Aircraft sutvlvabl/lty Equipment lASE) sym
PDSlumwlll now be held during November 4-5, 1986, at the Nor
throp Defense systems Division plant In Roiling Hills, III, The Sym
posium Is open to all Interested AAAA members who possess 
the aproprlate level Clearance; the classification level will be 
determined after a OA review and classIfication Of the final 
paper selections, 

Unclassified abstracts Of a presentation may be mailed on or 
before JUly 1, 1986, to: commander, USAAVSCOM; ATTN: AMCPM
ASE (CPT MessexJ; 4300 Goodfellow BOUlevard, st. Louis, MO 
63120. Registration and housIng Information may be obtained 
from Lynn coakley. AAAA Nat'l OffIce, at (203) 226-8184. 

Darwin P. Gerard, the Assoclatlon's fourth 
National President during 1962-1963, died 
May 20 at his home In Alexandria, va., Of a 
heart attack. One Of the first four Army 
Aviators to receive formal R/W training, 
Gerard served earlier In WW II as a LIaison 
Pilot. After his retirement as a Lieutenant 
COlonel, he JOined the washington, D.C. office 
Of the Crumman COrporation. An Innovator, 
he suppo~ the concept of a wondwlcle J>s. 
socIation SChOlarshIp program. As a LIfe Member, the AAAA will 
establish a 1987 Memorial SChOlarship In his name. He Is survlv· 
ed by his widOW, Laura, Of 5624 Bradley Boulevard, Alexandria, 
va" 22311. 

•• t ___ nics symPOSIUm Clraws a c",_ 
sponSOred bY AAAA's Monmouth Chapter, the Fifth Anny 

Aviation Electronics symposium drew several hundred at· 
tendeeS to the Berkeley carteret Hotel In ASbury park, NJ., 
during May 5·7. 

The two-day gathering covered operational Requirements; 
Avionics AcquisItion & Support Strategies; Software Manage
ment, Development, and support; New TechnOlogy Throsts; 
command, control, & COmmunications; and Environmental Fac
tors. AttendeeS Included (I·r), Terry Coakley, AAAA National Of· 
flce, Vince O'DOnnell. Monmouth Chapter secretary. COL David 
S. Crfeshop, AVRADA COmmander, Under secretary Of the Af. 
my James R. Ambrose, Me Of1ando E. COnzales, AVSCOM COm
mander, and "Shenn" DUBois, Monmouth Chapter President. 

JUNE 30, 1986 



AAAA National Board slate 
elected for 1986-1987 

MAJOR General George w. putnam, Jr. 
Of Falls ChurCh, va., was re-elected as 
AAAA's 16th National president during 
the course Of the Assoclatlon's recent na· 
tional convention In Atlanta, Ga. 

ALSO elected were Major General Story 
C. stevens, Hilton Head Island, S.C., as 
senior Vice president, and John J. Stanko, 
Jr., Of Aberdeen Proving Grounds, Md., as 
secretary·Treasurer. 

THE Association'S 1986·1987 National Vice 
Presidents InClude Major General Richard 
D. Kenyon, and Major General Robert F. 
MOlinelli, both Of Ft. Myer, va.; Brigadier 
General James M. Hesson, Vienna, Va.; 
CW4 David M. Helton, Joseph P. Crib
bins, and COlonel Leslie H. Gilbert, all Of 
Alexandria, va.; and William Pollard, Alex· 
andria, va. 

IN a post-conventlon action, president 
putnam appOinted twelve members as 
National Members·at·Large to serve on 
the '86·'87 80ard. They are Lt. General 

William R. Jones, right, V.P. of Customer Support and 
BusIness Development for the Boeing Vertol Company, 
presents a $10,000 contribution from Boeing to the 
President 01 the Army Aviation Museum Foundation, Ma
jorGeneral George S. Beatty, Jr., Ret., during the Mem
bership Luncheon at AAAA', Atianta Convention. • 

James H. Merryman, Springfield, va.; Lt. 
General John J. Tolson, III, Raleigh, N.C.; 
Major General Ellis D. Parker, Ft. Rucker, 
Ala.; Colonel SylVester C. Berdux, Jr., AI· 
exandrla, va.; and Colonel Norman M. 
Bissell, Of Fairfax, va. 

THE President also appOinted COlonel 
Harry W. Townsend, Sliver Spring, Md.; 
Lt. Colonel Billy H. pearson, Fairfax, va.; 
Captain Joseph F. MCKeon, Hayes, va.; 
Command Sergeant Major Tilden R. 
Kirkland, Ft. RuCker, Ala.; and Gary L. 
Smith, Of St. Louis, MO. 

THE ASSociation'S Executive Vice president, 
Arthur H. Kesten, Of westport, COnn., 
serves under a five-year appOintment. 

THE USAREUR Regional PreSident, COlonel 
Marvin E. Mitchiner, Jr., and 27 Chapter 
presidents with 150 or more members 
are elected locally and, together with 11 
Past (Natlonall preSidents, complete the 
62·member AAAA National Executive 
Board, 11111 

• MG William H. Harrison, right, CG, 7th Infantry DIv
ision (LIght), Ft. Ore!, Cal., presents an AAAA Certlfieste 
of Achievement to CPT Kart O. Gustafson, Command
er of the 206th Assault Helicopter Company, In rec0g

nition 01 hIs unit being selected 88 the Monterey Bay 
Chapter 1985 Avfatlon Unit of the YeRT. CW4 Craig R. Dix
on was cited as the Chapter's 1986 AvIator of the Yesr 
whl1e SGT Wan Napper was recognized 85 the Chapter 
Aviation So/dler of the Year. 

........ -"'---
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